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Abstract

This thesis explores an altemative approach for designing and analyzing one-dimensional

photonic bandgap (PBG) structures and its application in microstrip transmission line

filters. The one-dimensional PBG structures are spatially periodic along the axis of

propagation, and they prohibit wave propagation at certain frequency ranges. In this

thesis, three types of microstrip line PBG structures are studied in detail. The first PBG

microstrip type studied has a substrate made of periodically contrasting dielectric layers.

The equivalent circuit model for these structures is developed, consisting of cascaded

transmission line sections. The second PBG microstrip type studied has 
.circular

perforations etched in the ground plane, while the dielectric substrate is homogeneous.

The spacing between circles is inversely proportional to the stopband center frequency,

while the circle diameters are directly proportional to the stopband bandwidth. However,

the actual values for the center frequency and the bandwidth have to be determined by

trial and error, using a full wave software simulation. Each microstrip structure with a

homogenous substrate in this study is simulated using the Ansoft "Ensemble",

commercial software based on method of moments (MoM). Several circular PBG

structures are fabricated and the measured results are compared with the "Ensemble"

simulation data, showing a good agreement. Furthermore, 2-D surface scans are

performed on the fabricated structures, and corresponding images are studied. The final

PBG microstrip type studied has rectangular ground plane perforations instead of

circular ones. The rectangle width is kept constant, while the length is varied to

accommodate desired bandwidth. The equivalent circuit model for these structures is



developed, consisting of cascaded transmission line sections, with the lumped element

transitions in between. The equivalent circuit results are compared with the "Ensemble"

simulation results of the actual structure, showing a good agreement. Therefore, the time

consuming full wave simulations for rectangular ground plane PBG structures can be

replaced by the proposed method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface

Microwave signals were traditionally transmitted through hollow metal pipes called

waveguides [1], due to the absence of radiation and dielectric losses. The waveguide

structures are bulky and mainly used at the frequencies in the upper microwave range,

and when high-power operation is required. Whenever the frequency, or the signal

power level is low enough, waveguides are replaced by printed circuits. Open printed

circuit structures (microstrip, slotline, coplanar line) are generally used for the lower-

frequency ranges, where the radiation is not considerable. Practically, radiation is not

considerable when the structure cross sectional height is considerably smaller than the

wavelenglh. Even though the structures under study in this thesis are based on microstrip

transmission line geometry, they can be applicable to other transmission line geometries.

Physically, any microstrip structure consists of a thin plate of low-loss insulating material

called the substrate covered with metal completely on one side (i.e. ground plane) and

partly on the other side where the circuit or antenna patterns are printed [1].

Microstrip lines are widely used in microwave applications due to their low cost, low

volume, lightweight and their compatibility with integrated circuits. The radiation

losses in microstrip lines become considerable at higher frequencies (cross sectional

height is comparable with the wavelength) and can be reduced by choosing thinner



substrates and/or larger dielectric permittivity. Other disadvantages are in terms of low

power handling capabilities, dielectric loss of guided waves and losses due to surface

waves. Surface waves are trapped within dielectric substrate due to reflections at the

substrate to air interface on the top and the ground plane on the bottom. On the other

hand, guided waves propagate between the parallel conductors, providing the normal

operation of microstrip lines. Surface waves can also produce spurious coupling

between circuit or antenna elements [1]. Surface waves become significant when the

substrate is thicker and has alarge permittivity. Therefore, a thinner substrate will reduce

both radiation and losses due to surface waves. On the other hand, the higher substrate

permittivity value *ill itt"r.use the losses due to surface waves, but reduce the radiation

loss.

Numerous applications in microstrip circuits require prohibiting wave propagation at

certain frequencies and/or certain directions (as in filters or for surface wave reduction).

This has created the possibility to apply the "Photonic Bandgap" Structures (i.e. PBG's)

in microstrip circuits. The name for these structures comes from a specific application at

visible light frequencies, where photonic crystals are used to create optical filters.

Photonic crystals consist of low-loss periodic dielectric medium, where dielectric

periodicity is comparable with the wavelength of filtered frequencies. However, these

properties can be extended to electromagnetic waves at any frequency, by spatial scaling

of the dielectric structure. Therefore, the name "Electromagnetic Bandgap" Structures

(EBG's) is also used in literature. As an example, when an electromagnetic wave of

proper wavelength is incident on an infinite dielectric layered structure, it can be



completely reflected. The reason is that the wave is scattered at the layer interfaces, and if

the spacing is just right, the multiply-scattered waves interfere destructively inside the

material l2l. If, for some frequency range, a photonic crystal reflects waves of any

polarizalion incident at any angle, we say that the crystal has a complete photonic

bandgap [2]. In order to create a material with a complete photonic bandgap, we must

arrange the contrasting dielectrics in a lattice that is periodic along three axes [2]. This

represents a three dimensional PBG, while 2-D and l-D structures would have dielectric

periodicity along two and one axes, respectively.

PBG's in microstrip lines don't necessarily consist of periodic contrasting dielectric

substrate, most commonly holes drilled through dielectric substrate. PBG's also come in

forms such as periodic patterns etched in the ground plane of microstrips, or metallic

patches placed around the microstrip structure. In this thesis, the PBG structures under

study are microstrip lines with etched ground plane pattems.

1.2 Thesis Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the properties of microstrip PBG structures

with two different ground plane patterns, namely etched circles and etched rectangles.

Both structures represent a stop band filter, which reflects signals within its stop

frequency range, while passing the others. The effect of the ground plane perforations on

the filter center frequency and bandwidth is investigated, for both patterns. Theoretically,

in order to achieve a complete stop band within a frequency range, an infinitely long PBG

structure is required. The effect of having a finite PBG structure, with different number of



periodic elements is explored and compared with the theoretical results for an infinite

structure. This effect was investigated for the microstrip structure with periodic contrast

in dielectric substrate, while the ground plane doesn't have any etched patterns. The main

reason for investigating this type of structure is its close resemblance to the simple PBG

model investigated in literature [2], consisting of an infinite multi-layered dielectric

stack. This structure doesn't produce any higher order modes at the layer interfaces,

unlike the etched ground pattern microstrip model, which generates those modes at the

conducting discontinuities. This periodic substrate microstrip model was used for the sole

purpose of investigating the effects of having a finite PBG structure, while the main

scope of the thesis remains the study of microstrip line structures with etched ground

plane patterns.

The microstrip line PBG structures with circular etched ground plane patterns are studied

extensively in numerous publications [6]-[20]. Several different structures of this type are

designed, fabricated and tested in this thesis. These designs are also simulated using

Ansoft "Ensemble" software, showing a good agreement with measured results. The

main problem with circular etched pattems is the lack of an equivalent circuit model,

making the design a long process of trial and error, using a full wave simulator, such as

"Ensemble". For the purpose of finding a relatively simple equivalent circuit model, the

rectangular etched pattern is proposed and investigated in this thesis. The obtained

models arc analyzed with a program written in Matlab, and the results compared with the

"Ensemble" simulations.

4



1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter one covered the introduction to

microstrip transmission lines, photonic bandgap structures and the objectives of the

thesis. The second chapter covers the background theory on transmission lines in general,

and scattering parameters in microwave circuits. The basic formulas and considerations

in microstrip transmission line design are given as well, followed by the background

theory on photonic bandgap structures. The third chapter covers the microstrip lines with

periodic contrast in the dielectric substrate. The effects of the dielectric contrast in this

guided wave structure is compared with the effects in a dielectric stack structure without

the conductors, where the waves propagate freely. Chapter four covers the microstrip

transmission lines with periodic circular ground plane perforations. The effects of circular

perforations are studied and compared with the photonic bandgap theory for the

structures with periodic contrast in the dielectric material. The 2-port measurement

results for several fabricated structures are presented and compared with the results

obtained from a full wave simulator, Ansoft "Ensemble". Furthermore, the surface probe

scanning results are presented as well in this chapter. Chapter five covers the microstrip

transmission lines with periodic rectangular ground plane perforations. These structures

are adequately modeled with cascaded equivalent circuits, making its analysis faster and

easier. The results obtained from equivalent circuit model are compared with the results

obtained from the full wave simulator. Finally, chapter six concludes the work

completed, and provides some suggestions for the future work.



Chapter 2

Background Theory

This chapter is divided into four parts. The first part covers the basic transmission line

theory, followed by the second part covering the scattering parameters application in

microwave circuits. The third part covers the microstrip lines in particular, while the final

part reviews the photonic bandgap theory for one-dimensional periodic contrasting

dielectric layers, with a short subsection reviewing two-dimensional PBG's.

2.1 Transmission Line Theory

A transmission line in general is made of two or more conducting strips or wires,

separated by a dielectric material, and it supports propagation of one or more guided

wave modes along its axis. The dominant mode of operation can be assumed to be the

quasi-TEM mode, where both electric and magnetic fields are transverse to the direction

of propagation. Under this assumption, and when a transmission line is used for signals

with wavelengths comparable to the length of the line, a distributed equivalent circuit

transmission line model can be used to analyze the circuit variables, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

In. this model, the line series inductance L, parallel capacitance C, series conductor

resistance A and parallel dielectric conductance G are expressed in per unit length values,

rather than the lumped ones. The transmission line can be considered to be a cascaded

connection of infinitesimal length segments, where the electrical element values in each



segment are obtained by multiplying per

Á2.

unit length values with the infinitesimal length

Fig 2 I Schematic of an infinitesimal segment
in distributed transmíssion line model

After applying the circuit theory to such a segment, the resulting set of two second order

differential equations, and their homogenous solution expressions for the voltage and

current along the line are given by [3]:

d2v(z\ry_yzV1z.¡=g (21_a)
az

+P-yzlqz'¡=s

V(z),=Vle-n +Voe*F

I(z) = Ile-t' + Ioe*F

(2.1_b)

(2.1_c)

(2.1_d)

tltt
t)
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where for the assumed frequency of operation, V and l are the total voltage and current

phasors respectivel y , (V; , I [ ) are forward and (Vo , f o ) backward voltage and current

incident traveling wavesz and finally, yis the propagation constant, given by [3]:

(2.2)

where a and þ are the attenuation and phase constant, respectively. The propagation

constant is one of the main parameters characterizing a transmission line. In the lossless

case, (i.e. a = 0) the propagation constant is purely imaginary, and it is determined by

the phase constant B, given by:

p:+=î:'Jrc:îJ, (2.3)

where te is the effective dielectric permittivity used in case of lossless dielectric

substrates, ø is the signal angular frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum or air, u is

the speed of propagation along the line and finally, )" is the wavelength at the signal

frequency. The phase constant B represents the rate of signal phase change. Furthermore,

if Z and C are uniform in z direction and frequency independent, there will be no

dispersion either (i.e. different frequency signal will not have different phase constants).

The transmission line itructures with higher effective dielectric permittivity values en

will have a slower wave propagation speed u = t l 
^[l 

. The next important property of a

(R+jaú)(G+jatC)=a+jþ

transmission line is its characteristic impedance, given by [3]:



(2.4)

The characteristic impedance is defined, as the incident wave voltage to current ratio and

therefore is independent of the line length. Obviously, for the lossless case approximation

in (2.4), the characteristic impedance is purely real (i.e. the incident voltage and current

are in phase).

The diagram in Fig. 2.2 shows an impedance terminated transmission line along with

the terminal sources specifying the incident (V;) and reflected (Vo ) voltage waves,

which impose 2 boundary conditions for differential equations (2.1_a) and (2.1_b).

z:0
I l7

l*rz *

Fig. 2.2 Diagram of afinite length transmission line
with imposed boundary conditions

Assuming a passive load (Vr:0), a given source voltage V, andload Z r, the reflection

coefficient at the load is def,rned as [3]:

rr
=l--lc7^ =ví =,I; Fu,r

\c. *

r -V; -Zr-2,'L-rÇ- zr+2"

Fz

(2.s)



Clearly, an open (Zr+ co) or short ( Zr:0) circuit termination will result in a total

reflection of the incident signal (f ,: +l). The total impedance at the input of the

line Z ,*, and the corresponding reflection coeffici ent I-,r, are given by [3]:

- 1+ I-'s-i20t
L,\,-L-- tN -c I - I-, e-i2ßr

(2.6_a) f ,, =
2,, - Z,

(2.6_b)
Z,* + Z,

In summary, a distributed equivalent circuit model of a transmission line is completely

characterized by its length /, its characteristic impedance 2,, and its propagation constant

¡ consisting of the phase constant p, and for a lossy line, the attenuation constant ø.

2.2 Scattering Parameters

In microwave circuits, voltages and currents are rarely measured directly. Instead, a

scattering parameter description is commonly used, which define a circuit in terms of

incident and reflected power waves at its ports. In this thesis, only one-dimensional

circuits are examined, which can be represented as 2-port networks, such as the one

illustrated in Fig. 2.3. For each port of a network, the inward a and the outward á power

waves are defined [4]:

b: (2.7)

where Z o is the normalizing impedance, which is usually the system impedance.

V*
_

'lZo

V-

ã

l0



fr,.1

å1

p,,, =lal' -lb1'-lv. l' -lv- l'
Zo Zo

ü,.2

h2

Fig. 2.3 Schetnatic of a 2-port network

These waves represent normalized incident and reflected power waves at a given port. In

case of the normalized impedance being the same for all ports, the power waves also

represent the incident and reflected voltages. The sum of the two power waves gives the

total normalized voltage at the port, while the difference between the incident and

reflected power wave gives the total cuffent flowing into the port. Since the units of

power waves are given in square root of Watts, the difference of the squares of the

incident and reflected power waves at a port gives the total power going into the port [4]:

(2.8)

The ratio of the reflected and the incident power wave at a port gives the reflection

coeffrcient { given there is no signal flow into other pbrts. A network can be completely

characterized by its scattering parameters, which establish the relationships between the

corresponding outward and inward power waves. This relationship, written in a matrix

form for a2-portnetwork is given by [a]:

11



(2.e)

From the matrix equation (2.9),1t is evident that ,S,, represents the ratio of the reflected

and the incident wave at the input port, when the output port is match terminated (i.e. the

wave reflected by the output ar: 0).Similarly, S, represents the ratio of the wave

transmitted to the output port and the incident wave at the input, when the output port is

match terminated:

[l ] 
: 
[i,, i; l[", ]

",,:41o rlo,=o "r, 
= øl

ü,t, lar=g

(2.10)

Theothertwocoefficientsof a2-portnetwork,namely S,, and S2->,càrtbeobtainedby

match terminating the input port ( dr : 0), and finding the corresponding ratios. In

summary, the scattering parameters for a 2-port network are determined by applying a

signal to one port at the time, match terminating the other one, and finally measuring or

anal¡ically solving for corresponding signal ratios. Once the scattering parameters are

known and inserted into a network, from equation (2.9) one can determine all power

waves at the ports.

V/hen a network consists of cascaded elements, it is often challenging to analytically

determine overall parameters. It is more convenient to determine the scattering

parameters for individual elements first, and then algebraically determine the overall

scattering matrix. This can be achieved by converting the scattering matrix of each

12



element to the corresponding transmission matrix, also known as ABCD matrix. Now the

overall ABCD matrix can be found by multiplying the individual ABCD matrices.

Finally, the overall ABCD matrix is converted to the corresponding scattering matrix of

the overall network. The equations for ABCD to scattering matrix conversion for a

network with N elements are given by [a]:

l,,f _l ¿, B, I [u,., I
Lr, l 

= 
Lr, ";l L-';;., I ' 

: 1'2' N (2 11 a)

[u,l : [r, B,f 
I 
A, B,f lo- B" 

l. [u"., 1 (2. r r_b)
1,, l 

: 
Lr, o, )'lr, n, ) 

' 
lc . D,, l L-i"., 1

la ul:lo, u'l.lo, u,f....1o, B"l
fc o)=Lr', o,llr-, ;,1 Lr" D" ] (2'tt-c)

- A+B-C-DJ,, = __._____:_ 12.11_d)" A+B+C+D

(,2ù,, : (2.1 1_e)zt A+B+C+D

It, I _ [s,, s,,l [o, I
Lr".,.J:l",, ";-l Lo".,l (2'11-Ð

where index N+1 represents the output port of the overall network. A transmission line

section of length / and arbitrary characteristic impedance 2,, generally different from the

system impedance Z o, artd propagation constant y, is illustrat ed inFig. 2.4.
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7. ,T

Fig 2.4 Schematic of a fransmission line section of length l,

characteristic impedance Zc and propagation conslant y

The scattering parameters for this symmetric element are derived as:

s,,=4(l-(1 -r")e-'/'
l- f:e¿lt '

. (1 - rr')r-r
"2t l- l'2e-2tt

where ¡:2"-zo' z" +Zo

(2.12_a)

(2.12_b)

(2.12 c)

In this thesis, symmetrical one-dimensional structures modeled as cascaded transmission

lines are studied. By examining Fig. 2.4, it is evident that the scattering matrix will be

symmetric as well (i.e. Srr:S' and S,r:Sr,). Therefore, the ABCD conversion

equations for the other two parameters are omitted in (2.11). For a special case when the

line impedance matches the system impedance (i.e. 4:0), the scattering matrix and the

corresponding ABCD matrix of this element are given by [a]:

": [o_. :'] ABCD= [':':tÍ{] ""M.1 (2.13)
l"-' 01 Lsinh(/)cosh(fl1
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The general case for arbitrary line impedance Z, can be alternatively modeled as a

cascaded connection of a line that matches the system characteristic impedance, and the

corresponding transformer step at each end of the line. The overall scattering matrix is

then obtained by using the ABCD properties discussed earlier.

A transformer step from impedance Zo, to Zo, is characterizedby [4]:

I z;/2" o 'l

ABcD:lrlzozt¿or 
u_l 

(2.14)lo ¡Z"l z.l

The lumped impedance elements will be included in circuit models in Chapter 5. A series

element of normalized impedance z, is characterized by [4]:

ouro:l' z'l
Lo 1"1 Q'ts)

Finally, a shunt element of normalized admittanca !,t, is characterizedby l4l:

ABCD: [i_ l] (2.t6)

2.3 Microstrip Transmission Lines

Microstrip transmission lines fall into the category of printed circuits. Fig. 2.5

illustrates printed circuit lines most commonly encountered in microwaves.

l5



Fíg. 2.5 Printed circuit transmission lines
commonly used in microwøves fiJ

As shown in the Figure, a microstrip line structure consists of a thin plate of low-loss

insulating material called the substrate covered with metal completely on one side (i.e.

ground plane) and partly on the other side where the strip conductor is printed. The

microstrip transmission line is one of the most popular types of planar transmission lines

primarily because it can be fabricated by photolithographic processes, and is easily

integrated with other passive and active microwave devices [5]. The more detailed

structure shown in Fig. 2.6 consists of a strip conductor of width w and thickness r, sitting

on a dielectric substrate of height h and permittivity e.

Fig. 2.6 Geometry of a microstrip transmission line [3J

î
h

-L
Ground planr-
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For the microstrip structures studied in this thesis, the insulating substrate is a

nonmagnetic material, having the magnetic permeability of free space ¡r,, while its

dielectric permittivity is related to free space permittivity by dielectric constant e, (i.e.

I = tr€o). Under the simple TEM assumption, the electric field for this structure can be

visualized by solving an electrostatic boundary value problem for the cross section,

which is uniform. This method will also be used in Chapter 5, to determine rectangular

PBG structure parameters. If the ground plane is kept at a reference potential, while the

strip conductor is kept at a constant potential Vo,the voltage at any point in the dielectric

substrate and the surrounding air satisfies the Laplace equation:

where z coordinate is assumed along the axis of the transmission line. Once the potential

Z is determined, the vector electric field E' can be found from ,19 : -Y V . The equation

(2.17) needs to be solved by numerical methods, such as finite difference method. Once

E is known, the per unit length parameter C canbe determined by:

Yzv =4!*u',Y :o
^2^2ox oy

:flP r"
vo

(2.r7)

(2.18)
vo

where the unit length integration surface S, encloses the strip conductor, and at each

surface point only the E component normal to the surface is included in integration, along

with the corresponding permittivity value e .
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Similarly, under the TEM assumption, a constant current 1is assumed to flow through the

line, and the magnetic vector potential A at any point in the cross section satisfies the

vector Poisson's equation [3]:

y2 A = _ltof

where ,l is the conductor current density. Since the constant current assumed flows only

in the z direction, the vector equation (2.19) becomes a scalar equation with both A and J

having the z component only. After the vector potential is solved for numerically, the

vector magnetic field 11 can be found from .Ëf : B I p = (V x A)l p. The per unit length

parameter L cart be then found from:

(2.re)

(2.20)
Ï1, pn -¿s

r Jòz

I

where the unit lenglh integration surface ,S2 is a cross section between the strip

conductor and the ground plane along z direction, and at each surface point only the ff

component normal to the surface is included in integration, along with the corresponding

permeability value ¡t - Once the per unit length parameters C and L are obtained from

(2.18) and (2.20) respectively, one can determine the characteristic impedance Z, for the

transmission line from (2.4), while its effective permittivity can be found by rearranging

(2.3), as t, : c'LC. Clearly, described procedure involves extensive numerical

calculation, and in case of microstrip transmission lines, the empirical expressionsfor Z,

l8



and € e are available, as discussed later in this section. However, for structures studied in

Chapter 5, such empirical formulas are not available, so the longer method will be used.

The general AC electromagnetic f,ields in a microstrip line are shown inFig.2.7.

lz
r

Fig. 2.7 Electric and magneticfields in a microstrip line [3]

In this general case, both electric and magnetic fields experience the change in angle at

the air to dielectric interface. V/hen the substrate is a nonmagnetic material, only the

electric field will experience the change in angle at the interface. Due to the boundary

conditions, the tangential component of the electric field is continuous, while the normal

component in the substrate is scaled down by a factor of the relative dielectric constant

value e, . Since the fields in a microstrip transmission line are present both in the

dielectric substrate and the air region, the concept of the effective dielectric permittivity

is introduced. The effective permittivity value for a microstrip line can be estimated by

empirical expressions, such as [5]:

x
Elcclric field
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€. =L+* u.11r *W¡'22w
I-,

The effective permittivity value falls in between the dielectric constant of the substrate

and the one of the air. As discussed in the background section 2.1, the effective

permittivity value determines the signal speed of propagation, as per u = c / {l . In

reality, this approximation is valid only for lower frequencies, where the fields are close

to being purely transversal to the direction of propagation (quasi-TEM approximation).

The fields in the air region tend to propagate faster then the ones in the substrate. At the

same time, the fields have to stay continuous at the dielectric to air interface. These

effects result in the dominant mode deviating from its quasi-TEM approximation at

higher frequencies. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

o/Ç -, Dieleclric Pfop¿gation

11 t"< t, (2.2r)

Air Propagation

Quasi-ïEM Approximation
c6 //,fr i Hisher-order

I modes

v"

Fig 2.8 Dispersion diagram of a microstrip line Pl
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Obviously from Fig. 2.8, the propagation constant B of the dominant mode is not a linear

function of frequency, except at the low frequency end of the range. At higher

frequencies, the f,relds tend to concentrate more in the dielectric region, under the strip

line. Consequently, the effective permittivity is increased towards the dielectric constant

of the substrate. Even though the longitudinal field component of the dominant mode

increases with frequency, the use of quasi-TEM mode can be somewhat extended by

defining a frequency-dependent effective permittivity. Higher order modes will only

propagate at very high frequencies (w>)"12) and are usually ignored except at

discontinuities.

The other important property of a transmission line, its characteristic impedance 2,,

can be approximated empirically by [5]:

z :9tnr4*!-¡"^!e"w4h' !.t
h

Y¿1
h

(2.22_a)

(2.22_b)
l20nZ"=

In the empirical expressions for the effective permittivity (2.2I) and the characteristic

impedance (2.22), the strip conductor thickness is neglected. If the strip conductor

thickness r is of the same order of magnitude as the substrate thickness h, it can be taken

into account by an effective width given by [1]:

^t ri +1.3e3+ 0.667In(f, +t.+++)l

," =w+Lï+n1?L¡1 w > h/2n

2t

(2.23_a)



(2.23_b)

The empirical expressions for estimating Z, and e 
" 

of a microstrip line are incorporated

in "Linecalc" software application, which is used in this thesis.

The different types of waves that may be excited in microstrip structures are illustrated

inFig.2.9.

Fig 2.9 Wave types in a microstrip stt'ucture [1]

A point source placed at the edge a microstrip due to an imposed source or discontinuity

is considered in Fig. 2.9.The waves transmitted toward the open space above the line, are

called radiated waves. They are required for the antenna operation, while they are

unwanted for transmission lines as they produce signal leakage. The radiated waves are

predominant when the substrate is thick and has a low permittivity. The waves

transmitted into and guided by the top conductor are called guided waves. They may

consist of the dominant quasi-TEM mode as well as higher order modes, as it was shown

tA'
wo :w*a[t +h(Y¡y 2t < w < h/2n

lTt

Radialed Waves
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in Fig. 2.8. They provide the normal operation of transmission lines and circuits. The

guided waves are predominant when the substrate is thin and has a large permittivity.

Other waves may be transmitted into the substrate away from the top conductor, and

guided in the ground-dielectric slab. At the air-dielectric interface, they may be partly

reflected (leaky waves), or totally reflected (surface waves). Leaky waves contribute to

radiation, which makes them unwanted for the transmission lines. Surface waves have an

incident angle larger than the critical angle at the dielectric to air interface and remain

trapped within the dielectric substrate, where they propagate with small loss. The surface

waves create apparent signal attenuation and also produce spurious coupling between

circuit elements. The substrates with large permittivity have smaller critical angle of

dielectric to air interface, thus supporting more surface waves. The lowest-order TM

surface-wave mode can propagate at any frequency (i.e. it has no cutoff). However, its

coupling to the mode of microstrip operation (quasi-TEM mode) is significant only when

the signal frequency is close to the frequency of synchronism between the two modes []:

(2.24)

Theoretically, an infinite straight transmission line propagating the dominant mode does

not radiate. However, as soon as some discontinuity appears along the line, higher-order

radiating modes are excited. Approximately, these modes become significant for

frequencies given by [1]:

(2.2s)

c.tàn-t €,

q17

f > 2.t4xt0u vi'
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The final frequency of concern in a microstrip design is the frequency of the first higher

order mode, given by [1]:

(2.26)

When the signal frequency exceeds this frequency, the first higher-order mode and the

dominant mode can propagate with different velocities (Fig. 2.8). The signal transmitted

to the end of the line is then a combination of the two modes, which results in distortion,

because the two components are not in phase. In a microstrip transmission line design, it

is recommended to calculate the three limiting frequencies (2.24), (2.25), (2.26), and then

take the worst case (i.e. the lowest value). If the design frequency is higher than the

lowest limiting frequency, a different substrate should be used (i.e. different height and/or

dielectric constant) and the strip conductor width redesigned. These guidelines are

followed for the structures studied in this thesis.

The final topic reviewed in this section deals with microstrip discontinuities. The

discontinuities in a microstrip conductor come in the form of corners, gaps, open ends,

steps in the conductor width and so on. The one-dimensional structures studied in

Chapter 5 have axial discontinuities, and they are modeled with equivalent circuits.

Discontinuities produce signal reflection, radiation, higher order modes and surface

waves. Next to a discontinuity, the boundary conditions are not satisf,red by the field

components of the dominant mode alone. In fact, several modes must be present to satisS
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the field continuity requirements, thus making a discontinuity an apparent source of

higher-order modes. A discontinuity in the form of conductor width step is of particular

significance for this thesis. It is shown in Fig. 2.10, along with its equivalent circuit [].

ffi
_L__T_ "

I

Fig. 2.10 Microstrip step equivalent circuit

Electric charges tend to pile up at the edges of a discontinuity, producing a local increase

of charge on the conductor [1]. The resulting effect can be modeled with a lumped

parallel capacitor in the equivalent circuit. A change in the cross section of the conductor

modifies the distribution of the current, producing a local increase of the magnetic field.

Magnetic energy is then stored in the higher-order modes, producing an inductive effect

represented by a lumped inductance in the equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 2.10. The

equivalent circuit element values for a microstrip step discontinuity can be estimated by

empirical expressions found in [1]. Once the equivalent circuit is included at the

discontinuity, one can assume the presence of the dominant mode only.

2.4 Photonic Bandgap Structures

The general theory reviewed in this section will be used in Chapter 3 to develop a

numerical method for the analysis of a specific one-dimensional PBG structure. Most of

L2LT
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the background material for this section is condensed from [2]. Photonic bandgap

structures are periodic structures that prohibit the propagation of electromagnetic waves

in cerlain directions for certain frequencies. They can be 1,2 or 3-dimensional in nature,

preventing the wave propagation in a single direction, a plane, or any spatial direction,

respectively. The periodicity of the structure is often in the form of a periodic dielectric

contrast, as shown in Fig. 2.1 1.

l-D 3-D2-D

periodic in
one direction

peíod¡c ¡n
two directions

periodic ln
three direclions

Fig. 2.1 I 1,2 and 3-dimensional photonic bandgap structures with
perÌodic dielectric contrasts [2J

A photonic bandgap structure behaves as a stop band filter (i.e. the electromagnetic

waves are transmitted through the structure, unless the wave frequency is within the

stopband range, in which case they are completely reflected). The name "photonic" is

used since the effect was first observed for the visible light electromagnetic waves, within

so called "photonic crystals". There is an analogy between an electron propagating in a

crystal lattice and an electromagnetic wave propagating in a "photonic crystal". A crystal

is a periodic anangement of atoms and molecules, therefore presenting a periodic

potential to an electron propagating through it. As a result, the electrons are forbidden to

propagate with certain energies in certain directions. In "photonic crystals", the periodic
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"potential" is due to a periodic lattice of macroscopic dielectric media instead of atoms

[2]. If the dielectric constants of the materials inthephotonic crystal are different enough

and the absorption of light by the material is minimum (i.e. low-loss dielectrics), then

scattering at the interfaces can produce many of the same phenomena for photons (light

modes) as the atomic potential does for electrons l2l. The controlling property of

photonic crystals can be compared to the control of microwave propagation encountered

in waveguides. A metallic waveguide only allows wave propagation along its axis, and

for waves with frequencies above its cutoff frequency. These properties would be useful

at frequencies outside the microwave range. However, the waves at visible light

frequencies for instance are quickly dissipated in the metallic components of the

waveguide, Ieaving the waveguide use confined to microwave frequency range only.

Photonic crystals on the other hand, are scalable and applicable to a wider range of

frequencies. We may construct a photonic crystal of a given geometry with millimeter

dimensions for microwave control, or with micron dimensions for infrared control [2].

Therefore, the name "Electromagnetic Bandgap" Structures (i.e. EBG's) is also in use, in

order to emphasize the applicability of the structures to a wide range of frequencies, not

just the visible light.

All of macroscopic electromagnetism, including the propagation of waves in a

photonic crystal, is governed by four macroscopic Maxwell equations. These equations,

given in a point form, are [3]:

Y .D: p" (2.27 _a) V-B=0 (2.27_b)
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VxE =-ôB
ôt

(2.27 c) VxH=J*ôD
ôt

(2.27_d)

where (respectively) E and H are the macroscopic electric and magnetic vector fields, D

and B are displacement and magnetic induction vector fields, while p, and J are free

charges and cur¡ent densities. The PBG structures reviewed in this section (Fig. 2.11) can

be regarded as a composite of regions of homogeneous dielectric material, with no free

charges or currents (i.e. p,:0 and J:0).Furthermore, several restrictions can be applied

to the problem of analyzing these structures. First, we assume that the dielectric material

is linear and isotropic, so that E and D vector fields are related by a scalar dielectric

permittivity constant e, while the H and B vector fields are related by a scalar magnetic

permeability constant p . Second, we ignore any explicit frequency dependence of the

dielectric constant, and simply choose the value appropriate to the frequency range of the

physical system we are considering. Finally, we focus only on lossless dielectric

materials, which means that the dielectric constant is purely real. These restrictions make

the PBG structures much easier to analyze, while keeping the results practically close to

the exact values obtained in the experiments. After applying the listed restrictions to the

general Maxwell equations (2.27), we end up with:

Y .e(r)E(r,r):0 (2.28_a) V.H(r,r) = 0 (2.28_b)

(2.28_d)V x E(r,/) = -oryL e.2l-c) vx H(r,/) = ,1r¡ôE("t)
ôt
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where r is a position vector and / denotes time. The dielectric constant e(r) is a function

of position in general and it is periodic in the cases shown in Fig. 2.1l.In general, both E

and H fields are complicated functions of time and space. However, since the Maxwell

equations are linear, we can separate out the time dependence by expanding the fields

into a set of harmonic modes (i.e. Fourier analysis). Therefore, we can restrict our

analysis to the field patterns that are sinusoidal in time. For the mathematical

convenience, it is common to use the complex valued quantities known as phasors in the

calculations, keeping in mind that the physical quantities can be calculated by:

H(r,r):R.e{H(r)et''' l

E(r,t): Re{E(r)e"" }

(2.29_a)

(2.2e_b)

where ei'' is the assumed time dependence and H(r) and E(r) are complex valued

magnetic and electric fields, respectively. The Maxwell equations for the observed

problem (2.28) are then further simplified by considering the harmonic fields for a given

frequency (2.29):

Y .t(r)E(r\ = p" :0 (2.30_a) V.,ËI(r): 0 (2.30_b)

V x E(r) = - jatpH(r) (2.30_c) V x H(r) : jae (r)E(r) (2.30_d)

i

One way to decouple the equations (2.30) is to divide (2.30_d) by a(r) and then take the

curl of both sides. After substituting the curl of E field from (2.30_c), we obtain the

"master equation":
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vxl--1- YxH(r)l:a¡2pE(r) (2.31)
€(r)

Furthermore, if we consider the nonmagnetic materials only, the magnetic permeability

for the entire structure will be equal to magnetic permeability of the free space /0.

Finally, if the dielectric permittivity for each region is written as a product of its dielectric

constant e, and the permittivity of the free space eo, the final form of the master

equation for our problem becomes:

v x [-lv x H(r)]= (9), H(r)€,(r) c
(2.32)

where c is the speed of light in free space, and it is given by [3]:

J;,t
(2.33)

The dielectric constant t,.(r) is a function of position in general and for the cases shown

in Fig. 2.11, it consists of periodic regions of constant permittivity. The master equation

(2.32) in addition to the divergence equation (2.30_b) completely determines the

harmonic magnetic freÃ II(r). The divergence equations (2.30_a) and (2.30_b) also

imply that the field configurations are built up of elLctromagnetic waves that are

transverse (i.e. one of the field components are entirely in the plane that is orthogonal to

the direction of propagation). Once the master equation (2.32) is solved for the magnetic
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field mode H(r) for a given frequency, the corresponding electric field modes E(r) can be

obtained from (2.30_d):

E(r)=--f ^vxr/(r) (2.34)
J (D€ o€ rlf )

Finally, the complex fields H(r) and E(r) calculated from (2.32) and (2.34) respectively,

can be substituted into equations (2.29), thus obtaining the time dependant physical f,reld

patterns for a given frequency.

The master equation (2.32) involves performing a series of operations on a function

H(r) (i.e. taking its curl, dividing by the dielectric constant and taking the curl again). If

H(r) is an allowable mode, the result of these operations will be the original function

H(r) itself, multiplied by a constant (2.32). This situation is known as an eigenvalue

problem in mathematical physics. The mentioned operations performed on a function

H(r) can be identified as the linear differential operator @, and the equation (2.32)

rewritten as:

@H(r): (9)'H(r)
c

(2.3s)

The main reason for decoupling Maxwell equation in a way that we end up with a

master equation in terms of the magnetic freld H(r) only (2.32), 'lies in the fact that

operator @ is a Hermítian operator [2]. Had the master equation been in terms of the

electric freld E(r) instead, the same property of the consequent operator would not be

observed. The Hermiticity of the operator @ can be used to prove that the master equation
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(2.32) has real and positive eigenvalues [2]. In other words,

therefore ø must be real as well. Furthermore, the Hermiticity

used to prove the following identity [2]:

(,)' is real and positive,

ofthe operator @canbe

@i - o:)(H,, H,) : @i - ,:) [H;e) . H ,(r)dr :o (2.36)

where (HrrHr) is the inner product of the two modes. Equation (2.36) shows that for

any two different modes (a;, + atr), their inner product must be equal to zero, in which

case we say that H, and H, are orthogonal modes.

The electromagnetic variational theorem is very useful in studying the PBG structures.

This theorem says that the lowest-energy (and therefore lowest-frequency) mode is the

field pattern that minimizes the electromagnetic energy functional, given by l2]:

F,, ( H ) : oÈ-r" o, IL" l,' r o, (2.37)

where the integration is performed over the space. In order to minimize this expression

\rye can see that a harmonic mode will tend to concentrate its displacement field in regions

of high dielectric constant. At the same time, the mode needs to remain orthogonal to the

modes below it in frequency, according to the previous discussion.

The simplest PBG structure is a one-dimensional photonic crystal illustratèd in Fig.

2.L2, consisting of alternating layers of materials with different dielectric constants,

namely e,, and a,r, which are repeated with period a, where thee ,, layer is dra wide.
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Fig. 2.12 A nultilayerfilm structu'e (l-D phofonic crystal)

This theoretically infinite multilayer film, acts as a perfect "mirror" for electromagnetic

waves within a sharply defined gap. The traditional electromagnetic approach to the

analysis of this system is to consider multiple reflections that take place at each interface.

The special case to consider is when the periodical spacing a shown in the Figure, is such

that a harmonic wave undergoes a phase change of 180" as it travels the distance a.

Intuitively, we can expect that the scattered waves will add destructively within the

photonic crystal. This will result in the total reflection of a harmonic wave with

frequency that sati sfies :

From this expression, the frequency that is

is given by:

tu =T':(^[;"o =,

c+ -_-J_
2a",!e,

(2.38)

intuitively expected to be within the stop band '

2a(d,^[Ç +Q-d,)J;;)

JJ

(2.3e)



where a" is the effective dielectric permittivity. The right hand side of (2.39) involves

the t" estimate valid at low frequencies only, as it will be discussed later.

In order to solve for the modes exactly, we need to make use of the discrete

translational symmetry of this structure, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.13 below.

¿--*-V

.'/
.i/i--<

+- -o- r

Fig. 2.13 Dielectric structure with ø discrete translational syntmetry

The theoretically infinite structure shown in Fig 2.13 is invariant under translations in the

z direction only for distances that are a multiple of some fixed step length, which is the

lattice constont a. The dielectric unit being periodically repeated is highlighted in the

Figure, and it is known as the unit cell. In this example, the unit cell is a xy-slab of

dielectric material u'ith width a in the z direction. It can be shown, that the discrete

periodicity in the z direction leads to a z-dependence for magnetic field H(z) that is

simply the product of a plane wave with a z-periodic function uo. l2]:

(2.40)H(...r2r...) æ. sik" .uo-þu..)
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This is known as Bloch's theorem, and the form of equation (2.40) is known as aBloch

state. The resulting field pattern can be thought of as a plane wave, as it would be in free

space, but modulated by a periodic function ur,(z). Since the wave vector /r, is periodic

with the period 2r/a, we only consider the wave vector to exist in the range

(-nla <k,<rla). This region of important, non-redundant values of É. is called the

Brillouin zone.In order to solve for the periodic function ur(z), the Bloch state (2.40)

needs to be inserted into the master equation (2.32) and solved, subject to the periodic

boundary condition:

uo,(z)=u*,(z+ma) , meI (2.41)

Because of this periodic boundary condition, the eigenvalue problem can be regarded as

being restricted to a single unit cell of the photonic crystal (Fig. 2.13). It is known from

mathematics that restricting an eigenvalue problem to a finite volume leads to a discrete

spectrum of eigenvalues. An analogous example in quantum mechanics would be an

electron confined to a "well", which resulted in discrete spectrum of allowable energy

states. In our problem, for each value of wave number k, it is expected to find an infinite

set of modes with discretely spaced frequencies, labeled with the band index n.

Furthermore, we can expect the frequency of each band for given k, to vary continuously

as ft varies. Therefore, the modes of a photonic crystal are a family of continuous
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functions o,,(k) separated by the frequency bandgaps and indexed in order of increasing

frequency.

In order to calculate the band structure functions (D,(k), even for a simple multilayer

film (Fig. 2.12), the master equation (2.32) needs to be solved numerically. The solutions

have a form of Bloch states (2.40), and subject to the periodic boundary condition (2.41).

The numerical solution involves a complicated iterative minimization technique for each

value of the wave number k. The band structure functions for three multilayer fìlms with

different dielectric constants are solved for in [2] and shown in Fig. 2.14 below.

*.zfr

0.ts

FtrÕrr¡ntç $ürW SüS

Ert =l3rqra - |

W*ve ì/ector (ks/2n) Wove veclor (ka/?n)

Fig. 2.I4 Photonic band structures for 3 different multiløyer films
with the same løyer widths d:a/2 [2J

Each band structure is calculated for the films having the contrasting layers of the same

width a/2, along the axis of propagation. The dimensions in all three plots are scaled,

making them universal for any lattice dimension a. The left hand side plot represents the

case when all of the layers have the same dielectric constant t, =13, so that the medium
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is homogeneous. The medium is artificially assigned a periodicity of a, and the frequency

spectrum is just a "light-line" given by:

ro(k) =
ck

-
^lt,

(2.42)

The speed of propagation in (2.42) is just the speed of light in free space reduced by a

factor of square root of the medium dielectric constant. As discussed previously, the

wave number k is uniquely defined within its Brillouin zone, which is represented by

light-lines confinement within the zone edges (Fig. Z.li). The center plot in the Figure

represents the nearly uniform case, where layers have a slight dielectric contrast, namely

t,, =13 and E,r:12. This configuration introduces a small frequency gap, in which no

mode can exist, regardless of its wave number fr. Such a gap is called photonic bandgap

(PBG) and it is shown in the Figure. The right hand side plot represents the case of

increased dielectric contrasts in the layers, namely €,, =13 and e ,, = l. As a result, the

bandgap widens considerably, as shown in the plot.

Mathematically, the gap shown in the two plots is just a consequence of solving the

Maxwell equations for the given structures. The physical origin of the gap can be

understood by considering the field mode profiles for the states immediately below

(index n : l) and above (n : 2) the gap. The modes in the multilayer film consist of

forward and backward traveling waves. At the Brillouin zone edge (k = z /ø ), just below

or above the frequency bandgap, the backward and forward traveling waves have the

same magnitude within each layer. Therefore, the modes at the bandgap edges are
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standing waves with a wavelength of 2a, twice the crystal's lattice constant. Due to the

symmetry of the unit cell about its center, the standing wave nodes have to be positioned

either in each high-a, or in each low-a,, as shown in Fig. 2.15 (a and b, respectively).

The Figure shows the standing wave electric field and power locations for the modes

immediately below and above the gap, for the film with a slight dielectric contrast,

namely €¡:I3 and e,r=12.

(û) ['field for mcde {]l jop of bono 1

(b) l-íielci lcr mode cl boltoÍì of tionci 2

(c) locûl Lx)wer in E-fÌe¡d, lop cf bonc I

(d) ioccl power in E field,l>otlor:i of bônd 2

Fig. 2. 1 5 Electric field standing wøve positioning
in a multilayerfilm (e,, =13 and e,z =12) [2]

According to the electromagnetic variational theorem discussed earlier, the low-

frequency modes concentrate their energy in the high- e, region, while the high-

frequency modes concentrate their energy in the low- s, regions. The standing wave

mode centered in the low- r, region needs to be higher in frequency than the mode

centered in the high- 4 region, in order to undergo the phase change required for
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sustaining the standing wave pattern in the structure. The higher the dielectric contrast,

the higher the increase in frequency has to be for the low- e, region mode. There lies the

physical reason for a frequency gap between the two cases. Furthermore, since these two

modes have the same wave number k, they also have to be ofhogonal to each other, as

discussed earlier.

In the case when the alternating film layers are not of the same width, the bandgap

undergoes the shift in frequency as well as the change in size. For the case illustrated in

Fig. 2.76, the low- a, region takes 80% of the periodic step (the width of e,:7 region is

0.8a), while the 4:13 regions takes20Yo of the periodic step (0.8a).

-0,25 0 0.25

Wove vector (ko/2¡)

Fig. 2. I 6 The photonic band structure for a film with different layer widths

(€r:l3løyer is 0.2awide, and t,=l layer is 0.8awide) [2J

For this specific case, the frequency gap has increased, as well as the center frequency of

the gap (as expected, since now the effective permittivity is decreased, due to a larger

contribution of low-a, region). The frequency band within the low-4 regions is
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commonly referred to as the "air band", while the high- e, region band is known as the

"dielectric band". In summary, the PBG for a multilayer film increases with the increase

in the layer dielectric contrast, as well as with the increase in the proportion of the low- r,

region, within the specified film periodicity.

2.4.1 Tw o-Dimensional Photonic Bandgap Structures

Even though two-dimensional structures are not studied in this thesis, a short overview

is presented to provide the PBG theory completion. A two dimensional photonic crystal

has a rotational symmetry within a plane. One example of a two dimensional structure is

a square lattice of dielectric columns, as shown inFig.2.l7.

Fig. 2.17 A square lattice of dielectric columns with
radius r and period a [2]

The irreducible Brillouin zone for this

redundant, is a shaded triangular wedge

illustrated in Fig. 2.18.

structure, where the wave vector Ê,,

with 1i8 the area of the full Brillouin

,ls 
non-

zone, as
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Fig. 2.18 The Brillouin zone of a square lauice [2]

Furthermore, for each wave vector we can distinguish two different polarizations.

Transverse-electric (TE) modes have the E field in the plane and the H field normal to

the plane, while the transverse-magnetic (TM) modes have the reverse situation. The

band structures for these two modes can be quite different, and for a square lattice of

dielectric columns (Fig.2.ll), the band structures are shown in Fig.2.l9.The dielectric

columns used in the example have a dielectric constant of r, : 8.9 each, and the column

radii take 20o/o of the lattice period (r: 0.2a).
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Fig. 2. I 9 The band structure for a squdre lanice of dielectric columns

with r : 0.2a and e,= 8.9 [2J
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Clearly from Fig. 2.19, this particular photonic crystal has a complete band gap for the

TM modes, but not for the TE modes. The main reason for this fact is that the lowest TM

mode is strongly concentrated in the dielectric region. On the other hand, the next order

(air-band) TM mode has a very small concentration in the dielectric region. This

difference in the energy distribution of consecutive modes is responsible for the large TM

photonic bandgap. The region concentrations for the TE modes do not contrast as

strongly, resulting in smaller bandgaps for certain directions of propagation, and no

bandgap at all for other directions (Fig. 2.I9).

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter covered the background theory on transmission lines along with the

scattering parameters used for the analysis of microwave circuits. Furthermore, the

microstrip transmission lines in particular are covered, including the considerations and

formulas needed for its design. Finally, the 1 and 2-dimensional PBG structures in

contrasting dielectric media are covered, with detailed physical interpretations. The

theory covered in this chapter will provide the references needed for topics covered in the

subsequent chapters, involving the combination of microstrip line, microwave circuit, and

the photonic bandgap theory.
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Chapter 3

Microstrip Transmission Lines with Periodic Dielectric

Contrast in the Substrate

This chapter covers the microstrip transmission lines with the substrate in the form of

dielectric layers, stacked along the line. The chapter is divided into 2 sections. A

numerical method for localizing the bandgap frequency intervals in multilayer films is

developed in the first section. An equivalent circuit model for microstrip transmission

lines with multilayer substrates is developed in the second section, and the results from

the two sections are compared.

3.1 Numerical PBG Localization in Multilayer Films

In the previous chapter, the multilayer dielectric film structure (Fig. 2.12) was

presented. This structure acts as a stopband filter, for the waves with frequencies within

the structure's photonic bandgap. The numerical techniques commonly used for

calculating the band structures of a multilayer film are fairly complicated and time

consuming. The technique used in [2] involves iterative minimization techniques for

computing the set of discrete frequencies for each value of the wave number. The

technique developed in this section calculates the discrete frequencies at the structure's

bandgap edges only, rather than calculating the continuous band structure functions

a,,(k). This restriction simplifies the problem considerably, while still being able to
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provide the most important characteristic of the structure, namely its bandgap frequency

intervals.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the problem of determining the electromagnetic

fields in an infinitely long multilayer dielectric film can be restricted to the unit cell. The

multilayer film structure is made of an infinite number of adjacent unit cells, as illustrated

in Fig. 2.13. A unit cell for an arbitrary multilayer film is shown in the Figure 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 The unit cell of ø multiløyerfilm

The alternating layers have dielectric constants of e,, and E,r, respectively. The fraction

of the unit cell width a, occupied by the e,, layer is denoted as dy, while the fraction

occupied by the e,, layer is consequently (1- dr). The unit cell is positioned in such a

way that thee,, layer is split into halves around the central €,, layer, as shown in the

Figure. This way, the left and the right edges of the unit cell are positioned along the

middle axis of consecutive e,, layers, while the middle axis of the unit cell coincides

with the one of t¡he €,2 layer. This particular positioning introduces a symmetry that
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simplifies the problem of solving for the field modes within the cell. The master equation

(2.32) for a one dimensional problem becomes:

(3. 1)

The coordinate system is chosen as shown in Fig.3.1, while magnetic field modes

H r(z) are assumed to have the y-component only. This configuration dictates

corresponding E,(z) modes to be along the x-axis only, due to one of the Maxwell

equations (2.30_d). Consequently, the waves propagate entirely along the z-axis. If the

one dimensional master equation (3.1) is applied separately for the regions of constant

€t )we obtain:

- 9 r-l- aH 
:'(z) | = (9)' H .(z)ôz e ,,\z) dz c "

+f *"(î)'H,(z):o (3.2)

having in mind that the magnetic field modes have a y-component only. The electric field

modes can be obtained from equation (2.30_d), which can be written for the one

dimensional case as:

E,(t) : 1 dH r(z) (3.3)jøe, dz

assuming the electric field modes to be entirely along the x-axis, as discussed earlier.

second order differential equation (3.2) is a well known wave equation, with

propagation constant:

The

the
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a-.4-

H r.(z) = Hi.¡e 
J c\"r- I H-'e' ""'-

1 -;a f- - ,a fl,
E,(z): --+( H].re ' ,'\"' - H ,oe' 

,'"')
ctr^,1 a,.

(3.4)

Therefore, the master equation solution within a region of constant e, is a sum of

forward (H;,r) and backwañ (H ,o) traveling waves, with the phasor form given by:

(3.s)

Having in mind that the physical fields can be obtained from phasors by using (2.29), fhe

corresponding electric field modes in phasor form can be obtained from (3.3):

(3.6)

As mentioned previously, the numerical technique being developed in this section

calculates only the frequencies at the edges of bandgaps. From the discussion in section

2.4, we know that the modes at these special frequencies are standing waves, with their

nodes positioned at the midpoints of either high- a, or low- e, regions. Furthermore, from

Bloch's theorem (2.40) we know that the mode pattem is a plane wave, "modulated" with

a periodic function u(z), having the period of the unit cell width a. Therefore, the right

hand side e,, region within'the unit cell (Fig.3.l) will have the same shape of the

standing wave modes, as the left hand side e,, region. The lowest frequency for which

this effect occurs is when the corresponding standing waves are out of phase by 180'(i.e.
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the standing waves amplitudes are the negative of one another). Furthermore, since our

solution is written in the form of forward and backward traveling waves (3.5), we have to

think of the standing waves as a sum of the two direction traveling waves with the

amplitudes that are complex conjugate of one another. Finally, we will assume that these

amplitudes in the e,, region are purely real for the magnetic fields, and therefore equal

for the forward and backward traveling waves. This parlicular assumption makes the

magnetic standing wave nodes located in the e,, regions, while the electric field nodes

are consequently located in the r,, regions, according to the equation (3.3). Having the

above considerations in mind, the magnetic field modes for the three unit cell regions

(Fig. 3.1) can be written as:

for (0 s, .Lo) (3.7-a)

H rr(z): n;,rr-iÏ"[*' * H-,ntÏ{-' f", I+"sz <(r-I^t (3.7-b)

H ,r(z) = Hiu(e-i't"[;;= * r'Ï6')

* rii'[it'-"t, .for I(-!ø s z < al (3.7_c)

where the negative sign in the last equation (3.7_c) will yield a solution that is lower in

frequency (i.e. the standing waves in the first and the third region are out of phase by

180"). The amplitude of the magnetic wave incidentto the first region of the unit cell,

namely I1r1,, is assumed purely real and given. Therefore, we are left with 2 unknowns to

solve for, the central region magnetic wave amplitudes Hj, and H rr. As expected for a
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standing wave, they will turn out to be complex conjugate values. For the situation

described by (3.7), where the magnetic standing \¡/ave nodes are located in the e,,

regions, the electric standing wave nodes will consequently be located in the â,, regions,

and the corresponding waves are given by:

E ok)- I u;.,qr-'Ï'E'
cSol a t.l

1 _ ¡9.1i --
E,r(t) (H|.re 

r c\Lrz'

voo\lo12

fo, (o<2.+t)
O-

J !'¡l- -

-e 
L )

(D-

- H;.e';n""')

(3.8 a)

.fo, ,*"rz <(r-*^t (3.s-b)

E,r("):+-f t- H;,.,(e-':'E(:-a) - ,ie^[or'-o)) fo, Ia-+ù< z <al (3.g_c)
ctorl t,,

According to the boundary conditions, both the magnetic end the electric field tangential

components have to be continuous at the dielectric interfaces. In our case, the electric and

magnetic fields are entirely tangential to the interfaces, thus making the boundary

conditions a matter of equating corresponding expressions given by (3.7) and (3.8). In

order to satisfy the magnetic field continuity requirements at the two inner boundaries,

the following set of equations needs to be solved:

',',(+a) 
= H,zr*^

H,,Ie-þr^= H ysrc-+)at

' (3.9_a)

(3.e_b)
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In these equations, the functions Ã[r,r , H fl, and H p are the magnetic field expressions

in the three regions, given by (3.7_a), (3.7_b) and (3.7_c), respectively. Similarly, the

electric filed continuity requirements can be expressed as:

E^(*ù: E*zrî^

E,,te-îr^= E*3rc-!l'l

(3.10_a)

(3.10 b)

where E ,t, E *2 , and E *, are the electric field expressions in the three regions, given by

(3.8_a), (3.8_b) and (3.8_c), respectively. Both sets of equation, (3.9) and (3.10), have2

unknowns, namely Hj, and H rr.For an arbitrary frequency, these two sets of equations

will generally yield different solutions for the unknowns. This would violate the

boundary conditions, thus making a solution valid only for those frequencies where both

sets of equations yield the same solution.

The numerical technique developed in this chapter involves a frequency sweep,

followed by the solution comparison from the two sets of equations. The frequencies for

which the solutions coincide are recorded, and they are the bandgap edge frequencies,

since they allow valid standing waves modes. If for example, the e,, regions are higher

in dielectric constant than the a,, regions, according to (3.8), the electric standing wave

nodes will be located in the regions of lower dielectric constant, namely e,r. Since the

lowest energy mode has its electric field located in the regions of high dielectric constant,

the numerical solution in this example will yield the higher band edge frequency. In order
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to obtain the lower band edge frequency, while keeping the expressions (3.7) and (3.8)

unchanged, the unit cell needs to be repositioned so that the low-a, regions surround the

central high- e, region. Therefore, the electric standing wave nodes will be in the regions

of high dielectric constant, yielding the lower band edge frequency. The resulting

electromagnetic waves can be reconstructed for the original unit cell, by using the

applicable symmetries.

A Matlab program implementing the described procedures was written. The program

was tested for several examples presented in [2], with their band structure functions

shown in Fig. 2.I4 and Fig. 2.16 of the previous chapter, and a perfect agreement was

obtained. For comparison purposes with the structure studied in section 3.2, a multilayer

film of period a: 14 mm, with alternating dielectric layers of t,r:7.21 and r"r:1, is

considered. The dielectric layer widths are wt:9 mm and wr:5 mm, respectively. The

first frequency bandgap interval was found to be between l:4.1I GHz and fr:5.75

GHz. E,(z) and H y(z) fields at these frequencies are shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3.

Ê,ièòlid) ând.H (dashêd).sùpanÈrií at rhe.l.wiôifÊ 1,1.l,GHz

e" =1'21 - -a tl
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poslion wilhing lhe unl cell Imml

Fig. 3.2 Fieldpatterns at Íhe lower bandgapfrequenqtP4.l I GHz,for a:l4mm,

wt:9tnm, wr:5mm, Ê,, =7.27, t,, =1
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E (solidJ and H (dasheÐ sÈ paltems al the higher f = 5.75 GHz

s,, = 7 '27
EÀ =1 .21

.l ,''1...,' :, . ..r .pôsil¡oidilhiôiheunit.ielllmml , . ,

Fig. 3.3 Field patterns at the higher bandgap f'equency f:5.75 GHz, for a: I4mm,

\ = 9tnm , wz : 5mtn , e,., ='7 .21 , er, = 1

Clearly from Fig. 3.2 and 3.3, the phase difference between the first and the third regions

is 180". The electric field mode (solid line) is concentrated in the high- e, regions at the

lower frequency f:4.11 GHz, while at the higher bandgap edge frequency f2:5.75

GHz, the electric fields are mostly concentrated in the low- a, regions, which is in general

agreement with Fig. 2.I5. For the magnetic fields the opposite is true, due to their

relationship to electric fields, expressed in (3.3).

At low frequencies the reflected waves can be ignored and the effective permittivity of

a unit cell can be thought of as the relative permittivity of an equivalent homogeneous

structure having the same length ø, yielding the same phase shift, thus satisfliing:

9 
^fÇaro 

+ 
Ø 

"þ r1t - d,)o =' 
^[q 

o (3.1r)
cc

From this identity, the low frequency effective permittivity of this particular multilayer

film is given by:

2
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€" = (d,,[Ç + Q - dr)^E)' = 4.34

The corresponding frequency which would results in a

wave is calculated from (2.39):

(3.12)

f .:-: 
- 

=5.14GH2
2ar!e 

"

180' phase change of a traveling

(3.13)

This frequency is within the bandgap as intuitively expected, and it does not coincide

with the arithmetic mean of the band edge frequencies, which happens to be at 4.93 GHz.

3.2 Microstrip Lines with Multilayer Substrates

The multilayer dielectric film analyzed in the previous section behaves as a stopband

filter for frequencies within the bandgap of the structure. Intuitively, we can expect the

similar effect for a microstrip transmission line, when the homogeneous dielectric

substrate is replaced with a multilayer substrate, as shown idealistically in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4 Microstrip line with a multilayer dielectric substrale
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Practically, the low permittivity €nz layers in Fig. 3.4 consist of a dense grid of air

"filled" cylinders, drilled through the original homogeneous substrate. As discussed in

section 2.3, the dominant mode of operation for a microstrip line is quasi-TEM mode, if

the frequency of operation is low enough (2.24,2.25 and 2.26). Under this assumption,

there are no higher order modes in this analysis, and the electric and magnetic fields are

considered to be transversal to the direction of propagation, while the speed of

propagation is dictated by the effective permittivity, given by (2.21). Therefore, the

structure shown in Fig. 3.4 can be regarded as a cascaded connection of transmission line

segments with corresponding effective permittivity and characteristic impedance values.

The next step would be to approximate this structure by the multilayer stack only, with

the same dimensions. However, each layer's dielectric constant needs to be replaced by

the effective permittivity of the corresponding cascaded transmission line. Finally, if the

number of dielectric layers is large enough, we can apply the PBG theory for an infinitely

long multilayer film, discussed in the previous section. The procedure of solving for the

stopband of the structure shown in Fig. 3.4 is explained in an example.

The original microstrip line with the trace width w:0.554 mm, the substrate height

h:0.635mm and uniform dielectric constant e,,:10.8 is considered first. The line

characteristic impedance is found to be Zo.,:50 Q , and the effective permittivity

istur:7.2I, implementing the equations (2.22) and (2.21), respectively. The sections of

microstrip line with ideally air "filled" substrate as shown in Fig. 3.4have the same strip

width and substrate height, except that the dielectric constant now is €,r:€or:1.
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Implementing equations (2.22) and (2.21) again, the characteristic impedance of these

sections is calculated to be Zor:133.2412. Furthernore, the substrate period a:14mm,

where the higher effective permittivity layers (i.e. e"r:7.2I) have a width wt:9 mm and

the air filled layers (€oz:1) have wr:5 mm. This example matches the multilayer film

example from the previous section exactly, and if the microstrip line structure is

practically long enough (compared with the substrate period a), we can use the results

obtained previously. Accordingly, we can say that for the microstrip structure in this

example, the stopband interval is expected to fall between the lower bandgap edge

frequency f:4.I7GHz, and the higher bandgap edge frequency .fz:5.75 GHz.

In order to verify this claim, we can analyze the structure by applying the network

theory discussed in section 2.2. The "unit cell" of this microstrip structure can be

modeled as a cascaded connection of transmission lines with corresponding characteristic

impedances and effective permittivities, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

L = 4.5**
2

L=4.5** (1-d1ia =5ynm

zo,

"eI

váùl -

€el =

50J2

1.21

Zoe:733'24!2
o -1"¿2 - '

= 50CI

_?.}'|

Fig. 3 5 Cascqded model of a multilayer substrate microstrip line unit cell with
a:14 mm, di64.28o/o, eur:7.21, Êoz:1, Zo,:50 Q and Zor:133.24 d)
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The unit cell of width a:l4mm shown in Fig. 3.5, is repeated successively until the

desired length of the line is reached. As discussed in section 2.2, a cascaded connection

of circuit elements is best analyzed using the ABCD matrix parameters. The ABCD

parameters are found for each cascaded segment, and the overall ABCD matrix is

obtained by multiplication of individual matrices. The overall scattering parameters can

be obtained from expressions (2.11_d) and (2.11_e).

In our example, the first and the third cascaded sections from Fig. 3.5 have Zo,:50 {) ,

€"r:7.21, and the length l-4.5 mm each. The middle section has Zor:I33.24 {), t"r:l

and the length lr:5mm- The reference impedance is chosen to be 50 {) , therefore making

the first and the third sections matched to the system impedance. These two sections of

the cascaded model are therefore described by the following ABCD matrix:

(3.t4_a)

with pr:9^[1¡, (3.14_b)

This model is valid for a lossless line only, just like the PBG theory covered is restricted

to lossless dielectric media. The ABCD matrix for the middle section of the cascaded

model has an expanded form, due to the transforming impedance elements, which make

up for the characteristic impedance diflerence of the line. As discussed in section 2.2,the

total ABCD matrix of this particular section is given by:

ABCD , = [cosh(i/,) sinh(i/, )-l

fsinh(j/, ) cosh(jp, )l
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ABCD 2 _ln 0 lfcosh(i/,) sinh(jB,)llrtn 0l
- fo 1/ n)lsinh(jp,) coshlj/, )l[o ,] (3. I s_a)

(3. l s_b)with Þr:9.,1-e.1,

n = l"o2
\ Zo,

and (3.15 c)

Now the overall ABCD matrices of the unit cell segment from Fig. 3.5

structure from Fig. 3.4, are given by the following expressions:

ABCD _cell : (ABCD _l)* (ABCD _2)* (ABCD _1)

and the overall

ABCD structure = (ABCD _cell)N

(3.1 6_a)

(3.16_b)

where N is the number of unit cell segments in the overall structure. Again, the scattering

par¿ìmeters of the overall structure are easily obtained from this result, by applying

equations (2.11_d) and (2.11_e).

A Matlab program was written to perform the described tasks for a structure consisting

of N unit cell segments. The program scans over a specified frequency range and plots the

magnitudes of the input reflection coefficient ,S,, and the transmission coefficient S, on

a decibel basis. These scattering parameters were discussed in section 2.2. Fwtheffnore,

the program generates another plot, showing the phase of the coefficient ,Sr,, which

represents the phase difference between the transmitted wave at the output and the
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incident wave at the input of the microstrip structure with multilayer substrate. For the

case with.ð/: 5 segments, the S-parameters plots are shown in Fig. 3.6_a and Fig. 3.6_b.

345
frequency [GHz]

Fig. 3.6_a S- parameters for a cascaded line model with N:5 segments

(1, =gmm, lz = 5mm, €¿ =7.27, €", =1, Zot:50Q, Zoz =133.24Q )
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Fig. 3.6_b Phase diagram of a cascaded line model with N:5 segments

(1, =9mm, lz = 5mm, t", ='7.21, t", =1, Zo, = 50!2, Zoz =133.24Q)
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For the case with ¡/:15 segments, the two plots are given in the Fig. 3.7 _a and Fig. 3.7 _b,

respectively.

511 (solÌd) and S21 (dotted) ofa cascaded model (N=15)
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Fig. 3.7_a S- paranteters for a cascaded line model wìth N:1 5 segments

(1, =9mm,lz =5mm, €¿ =7.21, €o, =1, Zot = 50,O, Zoz=133.24Q)

S21 phase ofa cascaded model (N=15)
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Fig. 3.7_b Phase diagram of a cascaded line model with N: I5 segments

(1, =9mm, lz = 5mm, €"t ='7.21, €"2 =1, Zo, = 5gP , Zoz = 133.2412 )

Í,= 4.[ Í.=5.75
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As discussed previously, for an infinite line structure we would expect the stopband to be

perfectly defined between l:4.I1 GHz, and fr:5.75 GHz. As shown in the Fig. 3.6_a,

already for 5 unit cell segments, the bandgap starts to be defined approximately within

this frequency range. The input reflection coefficient ,S,, is close to 0 dB, while the

transmission coefficient ,S, is fairly small within the stopband, suggesting that almost

the entire signal is reflected. Furthermore, the phase of the transmitted signal is fairly

nonlinear within the stopband, suggesting the waveforms in the structure are very close to

standing waves (Fig. 3.6_b). On the other hand, the transmitted signal phase within the

passband is reasonably linear, especially at lower frequencies. As expected, the more

pronounced bandgap effects are observed for N:15 unit cell segments, as shown in Fig.

3.7 _a and Fig. 3.7 _b. The stopband within this structure is practically the same as the one

for theoretically infinite multilayer structure arnlyzed in the previous section. The input

reflection coefficient at very low frequencies is smaller than -15 dB, which corresponds

to structure's worst case input impedance of Z,n:72Q, as per equation (2.6_b).

Furthermore, if the equivalent homogeneous substrate with tu:4.34 is considered for low

frequencies as given by (3.12), the worst input impedance mismatch will occur when the

structure is quarter wavelength long, which yields the equivalent structure characteristic

impedance of aboutZ":60{), as given by (2.6_a).

Finally, in order to qualitatively compare the band plots (D,(k) of the structure under

study and the plot from Fig.2.16, a case with //:30 segments is considered. The phase
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UNIT CELL phase 0f a cascaded model (N=30)

change within a unit cell is obtained by dividing the total structure phase with the number

of segments i/. The resulting band plot is shown in Fig. 3.8.

N
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E
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d
o f 5lJ5

,=5,14

ì= 4't I

-50 0 50
phase Idegl

Fig 3.8 The unit cell band plot of a cascaded line model with N:30 segments

(1, =9mm, lz =Smm, €¿ =7.21, €"2 =1, Zot = 50{), Zoz =133.240)

Only the first two band structures are shown in Fig. 3.8. The bandgap is sharply defined

between the fr:4.11 GHz, Md fr:s.75 GHz, as expected, while the next bandgap starts

at approximately 8.75 GHz. The dashed straight lines represent the phase plot under the

low frequency effective permittivity approximation, as given by (3.12). Under this

assumption, the 180o phase change would occur at fr:5.l4GHz, as given by (3.13). The

plot in Fig. 3.8 qualitatively agrees with the one of Fig. 2.16, while the quantitative

agreement with the plot in Fig. 2.16 was obtained by choosing the corresponding

cascaded line parameters in the equivalent circuit model.

1501U0-100-150
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Since a good agreement between the two models is observed, we can apply the PBG

theory of an infinitely long multilayer f,rlm to a practically long transmission line with the

multilayer substrate. However, the cascaded transmission line model seems to be simpler

and gives the propagation information for frequencies outside of the stopband as well.

That is the reason for considering the inverse application, where a multilayer photonic

crystal discussed in the previous section is replaced by corresponding transmission line

sections, which yield the same effective permittivity values. The microstrip line

dimensions are then chosen in a way that the first region within the unit cell yields the

characteristic impedance matched to the system impedance. The same dimensions are

kept for the other layer, and its characteristic impedance is calculated. For a practically

large number of segments, we can use this model to analyze the original problem of an

infinitely long photonic crystal. The important prerequisite for the equivalence of these

two models is the absence of any metallic discontinuities in a transmission line structure.

The effects of metallic discontinuities will be studied in Chapter 5. The studied model

relies on a one-dimensional microstrip line approximation and yields a high accuracy in

solving the one-dimensional multilayer stack problem. However, in order to determine

the model validity for an actual microstrip structure, a fulI wave simulator would need to

be used. The models developed in Chapter 5 were verified with such a simulator,

showing a good agreement.
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3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter a numerical method is presented, which calculates the frequency

bandgap intervals of a multilayer film structure. The method relied on the fact that the

waves within the structure are standing waves at the bandgap edge frequencies.

Furthermore, the symmetries in the wave patterns due to Bloch's theorem are made use

of, as well as the electric and magnetic field continuity requirements at the dielectric

interfaces. The method developed showed a perfect agreement with the more complicated

methods reported in [2], which compute the entire band structure, not just the band edge

frequencies, by using extensive minimization techniques.

Furthermore, the microstrip lines with multilayer dielectric substrates are presented. In

one-dimensional approximation, it was shown that they could be modeled as multilayer

films with the equivalent effective permittivity values, and the same dimensions. For

these models to be equivalent, the microstrip line needs to have relatively large number

of unit cell segments.

Finally, a microstrip structure with a multilayer substrate is modeled as a cascaded

connection of transmission lines segments, and analyzed using the network theory

presented section 2.2. A Matlab program was written to compute the scattering

parameters of the structure, showing a good agreement with the photonic crystal model,

for a large number of line segments. This approach will be used in Chapter 5 as well,

where equivalent circuit is developed for a microstrip structure with metallic

discontinuities in the ground plane.
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Chapter 4

Microstrip Transmission Lines with Circular

Ground Plane Perforations

This chapter covers the microstrip transmission lines with periodically etched circles in

the ground plane and it is divided into two sections. The first section introduces the

concept of PBG structures in the form of etched ground plane circles, along with a few

examples published in literature. Furthermore, the measurement results obtained on

several structures fabricated for this thesis are compared with the results simulated with

Ansoft "Ensemble" full wave simulator. The second section presents the near-field

scanning results for the fabricated structures, obtained with a probe connected to the

Vector Network Analyzer (VNA).

4.1 Microstrip Lines with Circular Ground Plane Perforations

In the previous chapter it was mentioned that a frequency bandgap in microstrip lines

is achievable by periodically contrasting the dielectric material in the substrate. The PBG

effect is caused by multiple wave reflections, occurring at the periodic discontinuity

interfaces. The similar effect can be produced by periodical discontinuities in the

conducting surfaces of the structure, not just by its dielectric substrate discontinuities. A

microstrip structure that has metallic discontinuities in the form of a single row of circles

etched in the ground plane and aligned under the trace conductor is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 Geometry of a microstrip line wilh circular
gr ound p I an e p erfor at ions

A similar structure, having 3 rows of ground plane holes was previously investigâted by

Radisic and Qian [6]. However, due to high field concentration under the top conductor

in a microstrip line structure, the design with only one row of ground plane perforations

performs practically as well as the structure with 3 rows of holes. The etched ground

plane structures analyzed and reported in [6] had the effective permittivity close to the

permittivity of unperturbed structure with ground plane left intact. Therefore, the center

stopband frequency approximately corresponds to the wavelength on the unperturbed

microstrip structure that is twice the etched structure's period. Furthermore, the etched

circles diameter is observed to be proportional to the stopband bandwidth. However, the

only way to determine the center stopband frequency and the bandwidth of the structure

is by a full wave simulation, as reported in [6]. Therefore, for a specific synthesis

problem, a trial and error method needs to be used in order to meet the design
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specification. This method is not very convenient, due to relatively long time required to

solve, using full wave simulations.

In order to verifo the results reported in [6] specifìc structures were designed,

simulated and fabricated. The unperturbed rnicrostrip line was fabricated on a substrate of

thickness h:0.635 mm and relative permittivity t, = 10.8 . The trace conductor width was

w:0.554 rnrn, corresponding to the characteristic impedance of Z"=50{2, as shown in

Fig. 4.2_a. The fabricated line was 86mm long, while the effective dielectric constant is

calculated tobe eu=7.21, yielding a wavelengthof )"=28mnt at the design frequency

of f = 4GHz. This rnicrostrip line structure was simulated with Ansoft "Ensemble" full

wave simulator, and the Z-port scatterìng parameters are compared with the

corresponding measured parameters, as shown in Fig. 4.2_b.

w = 0.JJ4¡¡¡¡r¡

¿;" =1ü3 h=û-ú35mm

86mm Through Line S-parameters
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Fig. 4.2 Geomefru (a) utd measured and sintulated scaltet'ing parameters (b) for
an 86mnt long unperttrbed microstt'ip line
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The black solid line represents "Ensemble" simulated input reflection coefficient S,, of

the line, while the grey solid line represents the same coefficient obtained by VNA

measurements performed on the fabricated structure. The idealized simulated structure

has the input reflection coefficient lower than -30 dB, while the measured parameter is

lower then -18 dB. According to (2.6), these values correspond to the deviation from the

system impedance of 50+i .6Qfor the simulated and 50+6.7Q for the fabricated structure.

The simulated and measured insertion loss S,, is-0.3d8 and-0.65d8, respectively. The

measured characteristic has a noisy ripple due to the calibration errors, since the end

effects of the test fixture used to connect the structure to the \rNA are not included.

Furthennore, due to the millìng errors, the structure characteristic impedance deviates

frorn the system impedance, causing the larger ripple in the S,, pattern. The measured

and simulated phase plots along the unperturbed line are shown in Fìg. 4.3.

86mnr Through Line Phase
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The measured phase change represented by grey line originally had a smaller slope,

suggesting smaller effective permittivity than previously predicted, namely s" =J.21. A

reliable method presented in section 4.2 estimated the effective permittivity of the

fabricatedstructuretobe e,:6.33,atthedesignfrequency of 4GHz. Thisresultistaken

into account by reducing the substrate dielectric constant of the simulated structure from

r. =10.8 down to t,=I0.3, which now yieldS 6":6.83. The revised dielectric

constant value is used for obtaining all simulation results in this chapter, including the

ones shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. The effective permittivity can also be estimated

from the phase characteristic, by using the expression (2.3). Since the phase characteristic

slope changes with frequency, one can determine the effective permittivity values by

averaging the slope in the frequency ranges of interest. Table 4.1 contains the effective

permittivity values for the fabricated structure, obtained by the slope averaging method.

Table 4. I. Transmission line effeclive permittivity values obtainedfront the measured S^ phase

The frequencies fo," at which the effective permittivity is estimated are given in the first

column of the table. These values are the mean values of individual near-linear segments

of the phase characteristic from Fi1.4.3. From the last column in Table 4.l,we notice

f,""1GHt¡ frçnz¡ frlcttz¡ Af (cuz) ae c) Ee

1.35 0.69 2.01 1.32 349.91 6.598

2.70 2.04 3.36 1.32 352.45 6.694

4.05 3.39 4.71 t.32 354.80 6.784

5.37 4.74 6.00 1.26 343.49 6.978
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that the effective pennittii,ity of tl-re fabricated structure slightly increases with frequency,

due to the increase in the f,ield c<lncentration underneath the trace conductor. The e"

value around the design frequency of 4GHz obtained from Table 4.1 (i.e. €, = 6.784), is

relatively close to the value obtained in section 4.2, namely E" = 6.83 .

The losses due to radiation, surface waves, conductor and dielectric loss are obtained

by subtracting transrnitted and reflected power from the incident wave power (i.e.

1- | S,, l' - | S, lt ), and they are sholvn inFig. 4.4.

86mm Through Line Losses

, "'-"'' - loss-meas

-loss-simul

Fig. 4.4 Meusured eutd sitrutlated losses þr cut B6mnt long
u np e rl u rb ed nticros f rip I ine

The dimensions of the clesign rnicrostrip line, substituted into expressions (2.24-2.26),

yield the critical frequencies of .f,:50.2GH2, fr:6.1 I GHz, fr:56.5GH2. Since all these

values are outside of the iiequency range of interest (f<6GHz), the losses due to radiation

and surface waves are reiatively srnall, irnplying that overall losses shown in Fig. 4.4,

which are less than -l)dB, rnostly consist of conductor and dielectric losses.

€-ro

f (GHz)
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The next structure under investigation is a microstrip structure having the same

dimensions, with the addition of circular holes etched in the ground plane. A single row

of 5 holes with diameters of d=5mm each are spaced at a=l4mm, which is

approximately half the wavelength of the unperturbed structure, at the design frequency

of f =4GHz. The line is 86mm long, which is l6mm longer than the length of 5 unit

cells, (5a:70mm). The spare length of \mm unperturbed line on each side is added, in

order to reduce coupling with the test fixture walls. The measured scattering parameters

of the fabricated structure are compared with the corresponding parameters obtained by

the "Ensemble" simulation, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

86mm, 5x5mm Circles Line S-parameters
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Fig. 4.5 Measured and simulated S- parameters for an 86mm long microstrip line
wilh 5 ground plane etched circles of d:5mm, spaced at a:l4mm

The insertion loss S, at the design center stopband frequency f :4GHz is -16d8 for

simulated structure, and -1 \dB for the fabricated one. At the design frequency, the return

loss ^S,, of the simulated and fabricated structure is -0.2d8 and -0.6d8, respectively. The

simulated and measured parameters are in a relatively good agreement, given that the test
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fixture effects are not accounted for. Furtherrnore, the phase shift ZS, of the simulated

structure is compared to the measured one, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.6 Measured and simulated phase for an B6mm long microstrip line
with 5 ground plane etched cit'cles of d:Sntm, spaced at a:l4mm

As expected, the ground plane perforations caused a frequency stopband, approximately

centered at 4 GHz, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The filter bandwidth for simulated structure is

defined at -3dB points of the transmission coefficient Sr, , which happens to be between

fø=3.25GH2 and -f,,,=4.95GH2. The corresponding mean stopband frequency is

.f, = 4.IGHz, which is slightly higher than the initial design frequency of .fa :4GHz .

The increase in the center frequency is due to the smaller effective permittivity of the

etched ground plane structure, where larger portion of the field lines are linked through
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the air, as compared to the unperturbed structure. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3,

even for the infinite multilayer PBG structure, the mean bandgap frequency does not

necessarily coincide with the frequency corresponding to the structure's effective

permittivity approximation at low frequencies. The effective permittivity of the simulated

structure is estimated from Fig. 4.6 at specific frequencies, and shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Perþrated transmission line effective pennittívity values obfainedf-om simulated 5,, phase,

for the structure with 5 holes having d:5mm and a: I4mm

The transmission coeff,icient phase is highly nonlinear inside the frequency stopband

region, suggesting a significant presence of standing waves, as expected. Consequently,

the effective permittivity value is estimated af a frequency closer to the stopband lower

edge, namely 3.70GH2, rather than at the center bandgap frequency. As intuitively

expected, the effective permittivity within the stopband region is smaller than the

permittivity of the unperturbed structure. However, the passband effective permittivity of

the etched holes structure is higher than the one of the unperturbed structure. This

somewhat surprising observation is caused by the metallic discontinuities in the ground

plane, which affect the signal phase, even at low frequencies.

In order to demonstrate the effect of the etched holes diameter on the filter bandwidth,

another structure is designed and fabricated. The periodic spacing between the 5 holes

f ","13tlz¡ f,lcuz¡ frlcøz¡ Af lcnz¡ a0 ()
1.35 0.70 2.00 1.30 354.16 7.134

2.63 2.0s 3.20 I.t5 345.21 8.66 r

3.70 3.40 4.00 0.60 r 09.53 3.203

5.s3 5.05 6.00 0.95 320.92 t0.97
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remains a =14mm, while the holes diameter is increased to d =ljmm. Again, the

measured scattering parameters of the fabricated structure are compared with the

corresponding simulation parameters in Fig. 4.7, while the corresponding phase

characteristics are shown in Fig. 4.8. The insertion loss S, at the design center stopband

frequency ,f :4GHz has decreased to -40d8 for simulated structure, and -35d8 for the

fabricated one.

86mm, 5x1Omm Circles Line S-parameters
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Fig. 4.7 Measured and simulated S- parameters for an 86mm long microstrip line
with 5 ground plane etched circles of d: l0mm, spaced at q: I4mm

The filter bandwidth for simulated structure def,rned at -3dB points of transmission

coefficient S, falls between fø=2.95GH2 ald -fn¡=6.05GH2. As expected, the

bandwidth has increased considerably, as well as the mean stopband frequency, which is

now f = 4.5GHz. The structure effective permittivity within the stopband region is

fuither decreased, as compared with the smaller holes diameter structure. Similarly, the

effective permittivity within the passband region is fuither increased. The reflection
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coeffìcient within the passband is also

tradeoff between the filter bandwidth and

increased for larger holes diameter, causing

the passband insertion loss.
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Fig. 4.8 Measured and sÌmulated phase for an 86mm long microstrip line
with 5 ground plane etched cÌrcles of d: I )mm, spaced at a: I 4mm

In summary of this section, the PBG microstrip structures with etched ground plane

holes are investigated. The stopband center frequency and the bandwidth are related to

the period and the diameter of the holes, respectively. However, their exact values need

to be determined by a full wave electromagnetic simulator, such as "Ensemble" used

here. The coupled mode theory was also successfully applied to analysis of these

structures, as reported in [7]. The basic idea of this method is that the fields at any cross

section of a nonuniform waveguide can be represented as a superposition of the different

modes corresponding to a uniform auxiliary waveguide with the same cross section and

the identical distribution of dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability. Finally, the

measurement results on the two fabricated PBG structures confirmed the direct

f (GHz)
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relationship between the stopband bandwidth and the diameters of the etched holes.

good agreement with the full wave simulated results was obtained.

4.2 Near-Field Scans of Circular PBG Microstrip Structures

In order to get an insight into the fields distribution of the investigated structure,

electrical scanning probe system is assembled at the lab, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

fxture
.¡' sc4nn¡n8

DW afea

Fig. 4.9 Neor-field scanníng øssembly

The fabricated PBG microstrip structures (i.e. device under test - DUT) were fitted into a

text fixfure and connected to the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The microstrip line is

excited at one end with a single frequency signal from VNA, and match terminated at the

other end. The probe connected to the second port of the VNA is normal to the top

surface, and it is kept at small height above it. As the probe is moved above the scanning

area illustrated in Fig.4.9, it captures the vertical component of the electric near-fields, as

\
matchsd load
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shown in Fig. 4.10. This information will reveal the

become horizontal at the probe height, as well as give a

overall electric fields, which are illustrated inFig.2.7 .

points where the electric fields
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Fig. 4. 1 I Ez magnitude scanfor an 86mm long match terminated
microstrip line at f:4 GHz, 2-D (lrft) and l-D (r¡ShÐ
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Fig. 4.10 Near-field lateral scanning illustration

The vertical component of the electric field E. magnitude scan results for the 86mm

long unperturbed microstrip structure are shown in Fig. 4.11, at excitation frequency of

f :4GHz.
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The scanned E- phase results for the same structure and frequency are shown in Fig.

4.12.

86 mm Through Une lql Phase €. Position al 4 GHz

Y Posil¡on lmml

Fig. 4.12 Ez phase scanfor an 86mm long match terminated
mícrostrip line at f:4 GHz, 2-D (left) and I-D (right)

The microstrip line axis is positioned along y-direction, and the trace conductor is

centered at x:0 position. As expected, the probe signal is the strongest along the trace

center and it does not get higher than -45 dBm, since the probe is non-contacting. A very

small ripple in the relative voltage magnitude along the trace conductor suggests a good

match of the line characteristic impedance Z, to the system impedance of 5012. The

difference in signal level at the line ends is -0.8d8, which is close to -0.6d8 insertion

loss, estimated in section 4.1. The electric fields are getting more horizontal away from

the center conductor, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Since the voltage magnitude shown in Fig.

4.10 captures only the vertical component E, of the electric fields, the shown voltage

magnitude drops at a high rate away from the hace conductor. Furthermore, the total

electric fields are concentrated mostly around the trace, resulting in an even faster drop of

the voltage shown in Figure 4.10. The direction of E- changes at the points where total
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electric fields are horizontal, as illustrated in Fig.2.7.The abrupt change in E- phase

appears as a shift in the center wave front, as shown in 2-dimensional plot of Fig. 4.12.

The plane wave fronts are clearly visible in the Figure, indicating the quasi-TEM mode of

operation. Furthermore, the phase plot is fairly linear, indicating a negligible signal

reflection. Finally, the effective signal wavelength of )"":28.7mm was estimated from the

one-dimensional plot in Fig.4.l2, as the distance for which the phase undergoes a change

of 360'. This value corresponds to the effective permittivity of eu:6.83, according to

expression (2.3), which is close to the frequency s\7/eep VNA result obtained in section

4.1, namely t":6.78..

The next microstrip structure under study is similar to PBG structure in Fig. 4.1, except

that it has a single row of 5 holes with diameters of d :5mm each, spaced at a =l4mm -

The vertical component of the electric fteld E. magnitude scan results for this structure

is shown in Fig. 4.13, while its phase is shown in Fig. 4.l4,both at tsl.68GHz, which is

in the passband.
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Fig. 4. I 3 Ez magnitude scan at f: I .68GHz for an 86mm long microstrip line with
5 groundplane etched circles of d:Smm, spaced at a=l4mm, 2-D (eft) and l-D (righ)
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E6 mm,5x5ñm PBG Line (Ez) Phãse re. Posilion ãt '1.58 GHz
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Fig. 4.14 Ez phase scan at f: L68GHz for an 86mm long microstrip line wilh
5 ground plane etched circles of d:Smm, spaced at a: I 4mm, 2-D (eft) and I -D (right)

The presence of holes is visible as a small ripple in Fig. 4.13, andthe insertion loss of the

line is about -0.5d8. The effective signal wavelength of )"":67mm was estimated from

the one-dimensional plot in Fig. 4.I4. This value corresponds to the effective permittivity

of t":7.I1 at the given frequency, which is close to the value estimated in section 4.1,

namely e":7 .13. The signal level further away from the trace conductor is also increased,

as compared with the unperturbed structure. This effect is due to the etched ground plane

holes, since the electric field lines are forced to close on the ground conductor around the

circles.

The near-field E, magnitude scans for the same structure were performed at the design

stopband frequency of 4GHz, and shown in Fig. 4.15. The transmitted signal decays

along the line, as evident from Fig. 4.15. The insertion loss is about -20d8, which agrees
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with the observation from Fig. 4.5, at 4GHz. The scan results for E- phase are shown in

Fig.4.16.

86 mm, Sxsmm FBG Line IEzl vs. Pos;l¡on â1 4 GH¡
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Fig. 4.15 Ez magnitude scan at f:4GHz for an 86mm long tnicrostrip line with
5 ground plane etched circles of d:Smm, spaced at a:l4m¡n, 2-D (eft) and I-D (r¡ght)
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Fig. 4.16 Ez phase scan atf:4GHzfor an 86mm long microstrip linewith
5 ground plane etched circles of d:Smm, spaced at a= I4mm, 2-D (left) and I -D (r¡Sht)

In order to get a better insight into the field configwation around etched holes, a 30

mm long microstrip structure is fabricated, with a single hole of diameter d =IÙmm .The
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near-field E- magnitude scans for this structure were performed at the design stopband

frequency of 4GHz, and shown in Fig. 4.17.

30 mm. 1x1omm PBG Line lÇl vs. Posilion ât 4 GHz

X Posilion Imm¡

Fig. 4.17 Ez magnitude scan atf:4 GHzfor a 30mm long microstrip line
with I g'ound plane etched circle of d:l}mm

The etched circle pattern is clearly visible, confirming the fact that electric field lines

extend further away from the trace conductor, as compared with the unperturbed

structure.

4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter microstrip transmission lines with circular ground plane perforations

were studied. It was shown that periodically etched holes in the ground plane caused a

frequency stopband in the structures response characteristics. The effects of hole

dimensions and period on the structure performance were studied in detail. It was

concluded that the center stopband frequency is inversely proportional to the circle

period, while the filter bandwidth is directly proportional to the circle diameter. The

effective permittivity was obtained from the transmission coefficient phase characteristic.
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It was concluded that the etched ground holes cause the increase in the effective

permittivity in the passband region, while the permittivity is decreased within the

stopband region. Finally, near-field probe scans at discrete frequencies provided more

insight into the field configurations within these structures. It was concluded that by

etching the holes in the ground plane, the electric fields are spread further away from the

top trace conductor, in order to close at the ground plane circle perimeters. The one-

dimensional near-field scans at discrete frequencies along the axis of the line, confirmed

the results obtained from port frequency sweep measurements.
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Chapter 5

Microstrip Transmission Lines with Rectangular

Ground Plane Perforations

This chapter covers the microstrip transmission lines with periodically etched

rectangles in the ground plane. The chapter is divided info 2 sections, where the first one

covers the numerical methods for estimating the characteristic impedance and the

effective permittivity of an individual microstrip line section with an etched rectangular

strip along the entire ground plane. In the second section, an equivalent circuit model is

developed for the entire structure with periodical rectangular perforations.

5.1 Microstrip Lines with a Split Ground Plane

In the previous chapter it was mentioned that a frequency bandgap in microstrip lines

is achievable by periodic discontinuities in the metallic conductors, not just by

discontinuities in the dielectric substrate. However, due to higher-order modes that

metallic discontinuities produce, the equivalent circuit for these structures needs to be

more complex than cascaded connection of transmission lines, used in Chapter 3. The

structure presented in the previous chapter has one row of circular ground perforations.

The original'purpose of circular periodic PBG structures is to provide a rotational

symmetry in 2 dimensions, as discussed in the background chapter. However, the

dominant mode in a microstrip line propagates in one direction only, and the fields are

concentrated mostly in the regions around the strip conductor. That is why a single row of
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holes in the ground plane was performing almost the same as a two-dimensional lattice of

perforations. Therefore, there is no need for having a rotational symmetry in the PBG

microstrip line structures. Similar PBG effects are observed with square ground plane

perforations, where the square dimensions relate to the stopband bandwidth. However, in

order to obtain the network properties of these structures, a full wave simulator needs to

be used. In this chapter, ground plane perforations in rectangular form are proposed, since

they seem to be suitable for equivalent circuit modeling. The width of the rectangles is

kept constant, while its length can be changed in the design to account for the desired

stopband bandwidth. Therefore, the cross section of a microstrip line segment containing

the rectangular perforation is uniform, and can be modeled as a transmission line with

certain characteristic impedance and effective permittivity. The geometry of a microstrip

line with rectangular ground plane perforations is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 .

:

Fig. 5.1

.H

fl,

Geometry of a microstrip line with rectangular
groun d p I ane p erþr ari ons
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A segment of the structure in Fig. 5.1 that contains a ground plane rectangle has a

uniform cross section. Observed individually, such a segment appears as a microstrip line

with the ground plane split into two parts. A cross sectional geometry of this structure is

shown in Fig. 5.2 (right).

}V 1P

Ìt
[-

w7

Fig. 5.2 Cross sectional geometty of a microstrip linewith a groundplane gap (right)
and a regular microstrip line (left)

The structure consists of a strip conductor of the width w, sitting on a substrate of height

h, and dielectric constant a, , while the gap in the ground plane is of width w, . For this

geometry, no empirical expressions for the characteristic impedance or the effective

permittivity are found in literature. Therefore, these parameters need to be obtained

numerically. As discussed in section 2-3, one way to obtain these parameters for any

geometry is by numerically solving the electrostatic Laplace equation (2.17). The

boundary conditions for this equation require the constant voltage between the strip

conductor and the ground plane, while the theoretically infinite cross section needs to be

reasonably truncated and specified in terms of boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 5.3.

In this particular problem, the Neumann boundary conditions are chosen at the truncated

boundary, stating that there are no voltage components normal to the boundary [3]. Once

the Laplace equation is solved, the potential in the cross sectional region is known.
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Therefore, the electric fields in the cross section can be determined by simply taking the

gradient of the voltage as a 2-dimensional function of position.

ãtÌ_= u
An
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Fig. 5.3 Boztndary conditionsfor nunterical solution of a Laplace equation

for a nticrostrip line with a grottnd plane gap

Finally, if a closed line is placed around the strip conductor, the total electric flux leaving

this line will equal the total electric charge per unit length of the structure, according to

Gauss's Law. In this case, the closed line around the conductor actually represents a cross

section of a Gauss's surface with the unit length. The corresponding capacitance per unit

length C is simply the ratio of the charge per unit length and the applied electrostatic

voltage:

c tF t*1:Q lc /*l -{,u0"'"0'Vo Vo

where c, is a line which encloses the strip conductor cross section, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
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The inductance per unit length Z of the structure is needed as well, in order to determine

its characteristic impedance and the effective permittivity, as per formulas Q.$ and (2.3)

respectively. The direct computation of Z can be avoided for the structures with

norunagnetic substrates. The original structure in Fig. 5.2 will have the same inductance

as the structure where the dielectric substrate is replaced by air, since the original

dielectric is assumed to be nonmagnetic. Now the numerical method for solving the

Laplace equation can be applied again, and consequently the capacitance per unit lengh

of the modified structure C o,, can be found. Finally, since this structure is completely

surrounded by air, the speed of propagation will be the speed of light in free space, as

given by:

(s.2)

Consequently, the inductance per unit length L can be found from (5.2), and it is the same

as L of the original structure. Once the L and C are known for a structure, one can find

the characteristic impedance and the effective permittivity by:

(s.3_a)

I

^tLC-

1^C
s.:c2LC:ç2--J--[:-" ctCo,, Co¡,

(s.3_b)
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Clearly form these equations, one can ftnd Z, and c, by finding the capacitance per unit

length C of the original structure, and the capacitance per unit length C o,, of an air filled

structures with the same dimensions.

A Matlab program was written to perform the procedure described above. The Laplace

equation is approximated by a difference formula, and the successive over-relaxation

method is used to obtain the potential in the cross sectional region [3]. The demonstration

example is obtain by removing a w,:5mm sfrip in the ground plane, of a microstrip line

with the top conductor width w:0.554 mm, sifTing on a substrate of height h:0.635 mm

and dielectric constant e,:10.8. For the structure with the same dimensions and ground

plane left intact (.,:0), the Matlab program estimated a characteristic impedance of

Z,:57.5{2, and the effective permittivity of e 
":6.7. 

The truncated boundary used in

simulation was 40mm wide and 20mm high, with a grid of 125x125 points used in the

finite difference formula. The empirical formulas (2.22) and (2.21) yield Z,:50 Q and

c":7.21for the same structure. Therefore, we can conclude that the error introduced by

the Matlab program was within 8%o for both parameters.

After the ground plane gap is introduced, one can expect a decrease in the capacitance

per unit length, and therefore an increase in the characteristic impedance of the structure.

Fufhermore, a decrease in the effective permittivity is expected, since the air region

takes a larger fraction of the dielectric medium than before, due to the presence of the

electric fields in the air below the ground plane. The described Matlab program also plots
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the equipotential lines for the cross

these lines are shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Fìg. 5 4 Equipotential lines in a nticrostrip line with I r: I0.8, h:0.635 nnt

w:0.554 mm, and the ground plane Eap wr:5 ntnt

The electric fields can be visualized as lines being orthogonal to the equipotential lines,

starting at the top conductor, and sinking at the ground planes. Clearly, some of the

electric filed lines are concentrated in the air region below the ground plane level þ < 0).

In order to obtain Co*, the same program is run for a modified structure, when the

dielectric substrate is replaced by air. The capacitances obtained were

C = 6.22x10-tt F /m and Co¡, :1.65 x 70at F lm, respectively. Based on formulas

(5.3-a) and (5.3-b), the characteristic impedance and the effective permittivity of the

structure are estimated at Z,:704.08 Q and c":3.77, respectively. As expected, the first
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parameter has increased, while the second one has decreased, compared to the

corresponding microstrip line structure with the ground plane left intact.

Since the Matlab program used resulted in a discrepancy of about 8%o for the known

structure parameters, the values obtained for the split ground plane structure

(2,:104.08 Q and e":3.77) will be used only as initial values in section 5.2, and further

optimized. The optimized values will be used in the equivalent circuit model for the

entire structure with periodically etched rectangles.

5.2 Microstrip Lines with Rectangular Ground Plane Perforations

Having estimated the characteristic impedance and the effective permittivity of the line

sections with an etched rectangle in the ground plane (Fig. 5.1), the next step is to model

the transitions at the edges of these sections. The line sections adjacent to the etched

rectangles can be thought of regular, unperturbed microstrip line segments, with the

effective permittivity and the characteristic impedance given by (2.21) and (2.22),

respectively. However, the metallic discontinuities in the ground plane will cause higher-

order modes to be generated at the transitions, as discussed in section 2.3.The step in a

microstrip line top conductor can be modeled with a T-junction of lumped elements, as

shown in Fig. 2.10. The similar effect can be expected at the rectangular ground plane

discontinuities, for the structure in Fig. 5.1. Consequently, an equivalent circuit with the

same topology is used in the model develop here. The entire structure is modeled as a

cascaded connection of the corresponding transmission lines, with the lumped T-junction
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equivalent circuits in between. A unit cell equivalent circuit, repeated periodically to

model the structure from Fig. 5.1, is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.

d.,ã
2

dt

-ü2

Fig. 5.5 Unit cell equivalent circuitfor a microstrip linewith periodically
etched rectangles in the ground plane

The lumped equivalent circuits at the transitions are symmetrical around the central

transmission line, which has a gap in the ground plane. Therefore, the positions of the

lumped inductances at the two transition interfaces are reversed.

One way to determine the lumped element values in the model shown in Fig. 5.4 is to

compare the transmission parameters of this model with the ones of the actual structure.

The lumped elements values can be changed, until a satisfactory agreement with the full

wave simulated parameters (as from "Ensemble") of the actual structure is obtained. A

Matlab program is written for the purpose of estimating the lumped elements values for a

te
" ûl t "pI "0?t"¿î TT

" 0l I "eI
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specified structure. Furthermore, the characteristic impedance and effective permittivity

values of the perforated line sections are allowed to slightly change around their values

estimated in section 5.1 (2,:104.08A and e":3.77), due to limited accuracy of the

method used. The microstrip structures under study are similar to the structures from the

previous chapter, except that they haveT etched rectangles in the ground plane, instead of

5 circles. The rectangle period is a =l4mm as before, while the structure length is

increased from 86 mm to I74 mm, due to the larger number of perforations. The rectangle

widths are kept constant at w,=Smm, which is about 9 times wider than the trace

conductor on top of the substrate. The rectangle lengths are varied for different structures,

in order to obtain desired bandwidth. The Matlab program is applied to the first structure

under study, with rectangle lengths l, =5mm each, therefore having 7 etched squares in

the ground plane. The parameters obtained for this structure from the Matlab program, as

well as given parameters, are labeled corresponding to Fig. 5.5, and their values are:

C, =1.86x7043 F lm $.a_$ Lt:0 (s.4 b)

Lz:4.70xr0t0 H lm (5.a_c) zrz =106.10 (5.4_d)

E"z = 2.95 (5.a_e) Zot = 50Q (5.4_Ð

€¿ =7.21 (5.4_g) a =I4mm (5.4_h)

dt=9114 (5.4_i) (l-d,)a=l, =5mm (5.4i)

where Zo, and Ee2 aÍe optimized values, overriding the ones obtained in section 5.1.
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The scattering parameters

parameters obtained by the

the equivalent model structure are compared with

wave simulation, as shown in Fig. 5.6.
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FÌg. 5.6 Equivalent cit'cuit and "Ensemble" sìmulated S-parameters for a I l4 mm microstrip line
with 7 etched 5x5 mm squares in the g'ound plane, spaced at I4 mm

The equivalent circuit scattering parameters are in excellent agreement with the simulated

results. This shows the validity of the equivalent circuit approach, even when neglecting

higher order mode analysis over the frequency range of interest. As expected, the

rectangular ground plane perforations cause a frequency stopband, similar to the one of a

circular PBG structure in the previous chapter. The filter -3dB bandwidth for the

rectangular PBG structure happens to be between -fø:3.ljGHz and fn, =4.60GH2,

with the corresponding mean stopband frequency f" :3.85GH2. The entire stopband for

this structure is slightly shifted down in frequency, as compared to the structure with 5

mm ciroular perforations. The reasons for this shift in frequency can be explained by
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studying the phase characteristics of the equivalent circuit and the simulated rectangular

structure, shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.7 Equivalent cit'cuit and " Ensemble" simulated phase for a I I 4 mm microstrip line
with 7 etched 5x5 mm squares in the ground plane, spaced at I4 mm

The phase characteristics are in excellent agreement also, confirming the validity of the

equivalent circuit model. The effective permittivity for this PBG structure is estimated at

specific frequencies from Fig. 5.6, and shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.I. Perþrated transmission line effective permittivity values obtainedfrom simulated S 
^ 

phase,

for the structure with 7 etched squares having d:5mm and a: I 4mm
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Phase for PBG wìth 7 squares,5x5 mm

f,1cu"¡ f,lcur¡ fr{cut¡ $ çcmz¡ ae c) eue

1.83 1.40 2.25 0.85 343.17 8.71 0

2.65 2.30 3.00 0.70 317.s4 10.99

3.80 3.05 4.55 1.50 339.10 2.741

5.63 5.25 6.00 0.75 3s4.14 I r.9r
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The passband effective permittivity of this structure is even higher than the one of the

corresponding circular PBG structure, while the stopband permittivity is lower. This

observation is caused by more abrupt metallic discontinuities in the rectangular PBG

structure, which affect the signal phase. In order to examine the effect of lumped

elements in the equivalent circuit model from Fig. 5.5, the band plots for this model are

generated and compared with the same model without the lumped elements, as shown in

Fig. 5.8.
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Fig. 5.8 Band plots for cascaded-lumped ntodel þolid) of a microstrip line with etched 5x5 mm squares
in the ground plane spaced at l4 mm, and the same model w/o lumped elements (dotted)

In order to generate a smooth plot with sharply defined bandgaps, the total of l/:30 unit

cell elements are used, and the phase change within a unit cell is shown in Fig. 5.8.

Furthermore, the effective permittivity permittivities for both models were estimated by

numerical differentiation of the phase plots in Fig. 5.8, and shown in Fig. 5.9. The

effective permittivity low frequency approximation for the model without lumped
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elements is estimated at €h,,_7 =5.47, as given by (3.12), and shown as a dashed

horizontal line in Fig. 5.9.

456
frequency IGHz]

Fig. 5.9 Effective permìttivities fot' cascaded-lumped model (solid) of a microstrip line with etched 5x5 mm

squares in the ground plane spaced at I4 mm, and lhe same model w/o lumped elements (doued)

Clearly from Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9, the metallic discontinuities in the ground plane

modeled as lumped elements, caused the increase in the phase change and therefore the

effective permittivity as well, which resulted in the bandgap shift to lower frequency.

In order to validate the equivalent circuit model completely, the model parameters

given bV (5.a) have to be independent of the rectangle lengths, as well as the number of

rectangles in the ground plane. For the purpose of validating the parameter independence

of the rectangle lengths, the Matlab program is applied to the structure with 7 rectangles

with lengths /. = IÙmmeach (rather than 5mm), while keeping other dimensions the

same. The scattering parameters of the equivalent model for this structure are compared

with the parameters obtained by the full wave simulation, as shown in Fig. 5.10.

Epsilonr,, of a model w¡th lumped elements (solid) and w/o (dotted) (N=30)
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Fig. 5.10 Equivalent cit'cuit and "Ensetnble" simulated S-parameters for a I I4 mm microstrip line
with 7 etched 5xl0 mm rectqngles in the ground plane, spaced at I4 mm

The -3dB stopband bandwidth of this structure falls between -fø =3.25GH2 and

f n¡ : 5.7 5GHz, while the mean stopband frequency is .f , : 4.50GHz . The corresponding

phase characteristics for the same structure are shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Fig. 5.11 Equivalent circuit and "Ensemble" simulaled phasefor a I I4 mm microslrip line
with 7 etched 5xl0 mm rectqngles in the ground plane, spaced at I4 mm
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The equivalent circuit characteristics remain to be in a good agreement with the full wave

simulated ones, confirming the model parameters independence of the rectangle lengths.

The parameters proved to be independent of the number of perforations as well, yielding

a good agreement for several structures with different number of ground plane rectangles.

Finally, we can apply the circuit theory to the equivalent circuit model, in order to

obtain the voltage as a function of position along the line, for a given frequency. Another

Matlab program was written, where the ABCD matrix of the whole structure was used to

obtain the input voltage vt and current i,, as per equation (2.11_b). The output

normalized voltage and current are assumed to be vo,,=1 aÍrd io,,,:-1, respectively,

corresponding to a matched Ioad impedance with its normalized value of

z L = ro,, l(-i,*) : 1 . Furtherrnore, the matrices ABCD_(z) were calculated for the partial

structures extending from the input port to the points at chosen distances z along the

structure. Having determined v, , I, and ABCD_(z), the voltage and current along the line

are obtained by rearranging (2.11_b). The Matlab program was run for the structure with

7 etched squares in the ground plane, whose scattering parameters plots are shown in Fig.

5.6 and Fig. 5.7. The magnitude and phase of the voltage along the structure v(z) are

obtained at a passband frequency of f, :l,68GHz, and their values relative to the input

voltage vr are shown in Fig. 5.12. Similarly, the relative v(z) magnitude and phase plots

obtained for a stopband frequency of fz=4GHz are shown in Fig. 5.13. The voltage

magnitude and phase values at the output end match exactly the values from Fig. 5.6 and

Fig. 5.7, respectively, at frequencies f :l.68GHz and f, : 4GHz .
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Fig. 5. l2 Relative voltage magnitude (left) and phase (right) at f: I .68GHz, along a I I 4mm long
microstrip line wíth 7 ground plane etched 5x5mm squares, spaced at a: I4mm
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Fig. 5.l3 Relative voltage magnitude (left) and phase (right) at f:4GHz, along a I 14mm long
microstrip line with 7 ground plane etched 5x5mm squqres, spaced at a--l4mm

The plots shown in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 have a similar pattem, as the plots from Fig.

4.13-4.16, obtained by near-field scanning of the structure with È5mm efched circles.
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The voltage within the structure at a stopband frequency of 4GHz undergoes a linear

decay on a logarithmic scale, as shown in Fig. 5.13 (left). Therefore, the voltage decays

exponentially within the structure, representing an evanescent mode. Consequently, the

phase characteristic of this mode is highly non-linear, as shown in Fig. 5.13 (right).

The equivalent circuit model proposed in this chapter exhibited an excellent agreement

with the full wave simulated results, for frequencies below 6GHz.In order to establish the

limiting frequency when the model is no longer valid for a particular example, the

equivalent circuit results are compffed with the "Ensemble" results for frequencies up to

l4GHz. The structure studied is the one with 7 etched squares in the ground plane, as

shown in Fig. 5.6. In order to improve readability, the plot in Fig. 5.14 shows only the

transmission coefficients of the simulated and equivalent circuit results.
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Fig. 5.14 Equivølent circuit and "Ensemble" simulqted 52I for a I I4 mm microstrìp
line with 7 eÍched 5x5 mm squares in the ground plane, spaced at I4 mm, 2<f<l4GHz

wide range S21 for PBG wlth 7 (5x5mm) squares
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Clearly from Fig. 5.74,Ihe "Ensemble" simulated transmission coefficient (solid line)

starts to decay even within the passband regions, for frequencies above 9GHz

approximately. On the other hand, the equivalent circuit transmission coefficient has an

increased ripple for frequencies above approximately 9 GHz, but the overall pattern does

not seem to decay. Therefore, for this particular structure, we conclude that model is

valid for frequencies up to 9 GHz, approximately. In order to match the simulated results

outside of this frequency range, the equivalent circuit parameters would need to be

modified.

5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter microstrip transmission lines with rectangular ground plane perforations

were studied. It was shown that over a certain frequency range, these 2-D structures can

be effectively modeled by l-D equivalent circuits, consisting of cascaded sections of

transmission lines, and lumped reactive elements at the transitions between the line

sections. The characteristic impedance and the effective permittivity of line sections with

the etched rectangles in the ground plane were estimated by solving the electrostatic

Laplace boundary problem. The remaining line sections are considered to be regular

unperfurbed microstrip lines. Finally, a Matlab program was developed to estimate the

lumped reactive element values, needed for the equivalent circuit model.

The equivalent circuit transmission parameters were in excellent agreement with the

full wave simulated results within a specified frequency range, regardless of the number

of rectangular perforations or their lengths. The circuit parameters were not frequency
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dependent over the range used in the examples, proving that a single mode (quasi-TEM)

of operation can be assumed for the studied structures. Once the equivalent circuit

parameters are determined, the structure transmission parameters were obtained much

faster than it was the case with the "Ensemble" full wave simulator. However, in order to

make this method practical, the empirical expressions need to be developed for easy

determination of the equivalent circuit parameters. One way of f,rnding these expressions

would be to estimate the parameters for different geometries, using the methods

presented in this chapter. In the next step, the expressions for the parameters in terms of

dimensions would be determined numerically, where the parameter values obtäiired

would be within the specified error, for all considered geometries.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

This thesis provided a comprehensive study of PBG structures used in microstrip

transmission line stopband filters. The PBG structures used in the designs and

simulations in this thesis can be summarized into two groups, namely the Dielectric

Contrasting PBG structures and the Microstrip Ground Plane PBG structures. The latter

group consists of two different subgroups, the circular and rectangular ground plane

perforated structures.

The Dielectric Contrasting PBG structures studied in detail were microstrip lines with

perìodic multilayer substrates. The fìrst method for analysis of these structures was based

on "Photonic Crystal" theory for an infinitely long dielectric multilayer structure. A

numerical method for fast localization of the frequency bandgap was developed. The

second method was based on the network theory, modeling these structures by a cascaded

connection of transmission lines with different parameters. The results from both

methods were conclusive, as demonstrated on a specific example.

Microstrip transmission lines with circular ground plane perforations were studied next. It

was shown that the bandgap properties are dependent on the period and diameter of the

etched ground plane circles. The effective permittivities of these structures were found to

be higher in the passband, and lower in the stopband frequency region, than the effective
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permittivities of coresponding unperturbed microstrip lines. In order to confirm the

simulation results, several microstrip structures with different number of circular

perforations and diameters, were fabricated and tested. The measured data showed a good

agreement with the full wave simulated results. Furthermore, the near-field probe

scanning plots were created for the fabricated structures, giving more insight into the

f,reld configurations on these structures.

Finally, microstrip transmission lines with rectangular ground plane perforations were

studied as well. Since the simulated results for the structures with circular perforations

exhibited a good agreement with the measured data, the structures with rectangular

perforations were analyzed by simulation only. These structures exhibited similar

properties as the structures with circular ground plane perforations. However, due to the

uniform cross section of the line segments with etched rectangles in the ground plane, a

l-D equivalent circuit was developed for these 2-D structures. The circuit consisted of

cascaded connection of transmission line segments, with a reactive lumped elements

transition in between. The values of the equivalent circuit parameters are estimated, and

an excellent agreement between the equivalent circuit transmission characteristics and

ones obtained by the full wave simulator is achieved, over the specified frequency range.

The equivalent circuit model developed needed considerably less time to generate the

transmission parameters, compared with the "Ensemble" full wave simulator. The

equivalent circuit parameters proved to be independent of the number of rectangular

perforations or their lengths, confirming the model validity.
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6.2 Future Research

Some suggestions for future work in the area of PBG microstrip line structures are given

below.

. Empirical formulas development for estimating the equivalent circuit parameters

of microstrip lines with rectangular ground plane perforations.

. Development of tunable PBG microstrip line filters.

o Use of two-dimensional PBG structures to suppress the surface waves within the

passband frequency range of a filter.
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